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Record Crowd To Attend
the State Convention —
Prominent Speakers
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In 1848 In 1814 the Courier was estab
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In 1882 The Free Press was established lican State convention in Bangor
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated Thursday will be Senator Frederick
March IT. 1897.
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VISITING THE FLOOD ZONE
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CONGRATULATING HENRY CHATTO

Endorsed Last Night By Four Counties’ Repub What the Receding Waters Left In Their Wake AssistantPostmaster, Who Has Also Been Acting
—People Smile Once More
Postmaster—47 Years In the Service
lican Club—Organization Completed

A laTge red circle encloses the date j H. Blethen. serving until the appointIhporter)
April 1 on Assistant Postmaster Henry ' ment of Postmaster Edward R. Vea| faith to believe that when another
, y.i(, IMay 11. 1928
September rolls around they will be C Chatto s calendar, not for the
<
During the period of his service tha
using the sprinkler on the race track, frivolous reason that some might U|lnd Postofflce has been in
and that Clarence and Bob will be
suppose, but because it marks the 47th charge of the following postmasters:
wearing their Union Fair smiles.
anniversary of that highly capable j W. P. Hurley, John Lovejoy, Parker
Bill Robinson Was Busy
official in the postal service.
T. Fuller, W. O. Fuller, D. M Murphy,
.. u
ui
. i
-a, W. T. White (acting), John L. DonoBob, meaning Bob Webster this
Mr. Chatto began his postal career 1
time, looked a bit envious as we as letter carrier, being appointed to i hue. Oeorge H Blethen, H. C. Chatto
passed numerous trout streams and that position April 1, 1889 He was (acting), and Edward R. Veazie.
In 1889 the receipts of the Rock
saw early fishermen catching the transferred to the clerical force of the
land
Postoffice had Just passed the
worm—or whatever the expression is.
ten thousand dollar mark, and there
He guessed the anglers weren't get
Some kind persons who have called ting many fish, and Bob is the best
were four clerical employes Including
ttie postmaster, and five men ln the
for a continuation of these stories1 informed man ln the State on that
I
city delivery service. Today the re
will be interested to know that Bob phase of Ashing.
ceipts are more than $50,000. with 12
Route 17 was in surprisingly good
Webster and I inaugurated our fifth
clerical employes including the postcondition
albeit
there
were
still
traces
•eason Sunday. It required a con
I
master, and ten men In the city de
of where it had been submerged in
siderable stretch of imagination to seme sections, and parts of the highlivery service.
make us believe that it was four years ! way gullied out.
During this period, parcel post, with
Insured and C OD. service has been
ago last fall that we first penetrated
By shunting onto Route 236 and
added to the general clerical duties.
the Maritime Provinces, and thus bi- heading for Gardiner, we escaped
Postal Savings was established at this
gan a series of weekend Journeyings that awful stretch of mishandled
office June 14. 1911, and now includes
highway between Togus and Augusta
destined to take us into five States,
the new United States Savings Bonds.
At Randolph we got our first taste
and four Canadian Provinces with an ol what the recent flood had been
During the World War when Cen
tra' Accounting for third and fourthaggregate mileage of between 9000 like. A resident pointed to where
class postofflees was established,
the waters had risen, and averred
and 10.000 miles.
Rockland was designated as the Cen
that
it
had
been
a
sad
blow
to
many
It seemed like yesterday, that first
tral Accounting office for Knox Coun
Lusiness men. Crossing this bridge
trip to Saint John. The desire to
ty with 42 District Offices. Mr. Chatto
at the snail pace required on this
continue this sort of adventuring had. ice-battered structure, we motored
was assigned to care for the details
of this new system until Portland was
11 anything, became intensified; Bobs into Oardiner and lost no time in
made the Central Accounting office
Cigars were stronger, and all in all looking up our old friend Bill Robinoffice tolflll tlie vacancy caused by the
for this State. This service was part
ion.
who
was
on
the
Job
at
his
mar

we felt the compelling urge as, on
, appointment of Frank J. Magee as
hls duties for a-period of two years
8unday morning, we headed the ket and grocery. He greeted us with j po.'tofflce inspector. Oct. 1. 1909.
and nine months.
that
smile
which
has
been
so
familiar
"Ponty" into several of the regions
Msreh 13, 1914. he was authorized by
Nearing the age of retirement As
where unprecedented flood waters to me ever since I played baseball the Department to act as postmaster
sistant Postmaster Chatto has carved
against
him
at
Warern
many
years
were making such destructive in
ago. Bill's store is fortunately on in the event of the postmaster being for himself a career which Is out
vasions only a brief week before.
absent, this order being caused by standing In local Postoffice annals.
Except at Brunswick, where the h:«h 8round and was about the only
tbe death of Assistant Postmaster As "the man behind" he is seen but
Androscoggin is still madly rushing 1 one in that section of the city when Kendal K Rankin.
little, except by patrons of his par
seaward, and at lewlston where the the flood came. As a natural result
Mr Chatto was appointed assistant ticular division, but all postmasters
he
and
his
clerks
worked
on
a
24falls were still an awesome picture,
postmaster April 1, 1917, and again have found him an indispensable ad
the flood no longer wore the angry hour schedule for a few days.
on Oct. 15. 1927. -was appointed act junct to the service, and he is held
crest that spelt ruin and death, but
In Bedraggled Hallowell
(By Kathrrinr McDonald)
ing postmaster. In the vacancy caused in esteem and affection by all who
the river banks were still strewn with
Riding along the river bank to by the death ol Postmaster Oeorge have come In contact with him.
Vigilance bom of maritime natures, term as selectman; choice of asseswreckage, and the citizens pointed
was exerted In civic affairs yester- «>r for three years went to Chester rather proudly, and rather sadly, to ward Hallowell we were furnished
The first power alcohol plant in
A. Smalley in figures of 344. hts opwith abundant evidence of what a
day as Thomaston voters gathered
'
certain marks on houses and busi
the United States will begin opera
flood can accomplish in conjunction
ponent being Chester O. Overlock
in substantial percentage, upstairs wh<j gkancd
sanctions; Demo- ness blocks to show where the waters with the smashing ice floes. There
tion at Atchlnson. Kansas, May 1.
Glencove Grange HaU
imbed during the maddest onrush
according to present plan*. Il is
and down, at Watts hall to chart a cratlc
h.
Keller was
was wreckage on all sides, and .we
Music By
they have made in the 20th century.
designed to convert 1,500.000 bushels
course for the wieldy "Ship of 8tate" elected overseer of the poor for three
rode over one section ol highway
The Scene At Saco
of corn into alcohol suitable for mix Chas. 'Woodcock’s Orchestra ; throughout another year. Enoch M years in preference to Irma F. Cook
where it had been necessary to blast!
ing with gasoline as a motor fuel.
a
passageway through the ice floes
Clark, veteran of a decade » service whose votes totaled 243
At Saco the American Legion apin parliamentary procedure, piloted
Reelection of Harriet R. Williams p(.ared
be in cbargfc and the gal- in order to restore communication.
The ice was piled six or seven feet
..
as moderator the v»re,oi
verbal viAu-nninfs
viewpoints as treasurer was unchallenged, as vation Army and other agencies were
through reefs of debate, the home was also the P051 of auditor fuled b>
, f ,, l„„„ high in spite of the warm weather
What will kids do next?
first objective, but nothing was
. A
A Mabel
A triDle-vear still working strenuouslyfor the beneand rains which had been at worn
port of. adjournment being made in
Maoei Fernald
remaia
a vripie >ear
found. Ditto the Farnsworth barn
Last
Thursday
two
youngsters.
apparent calm if not perfect accord. term on lhe scho°I committee was fit of the flood suflerers. but the cltl- on the ice since the flood spewed it
on
Cedar street; ditto the Spear
who
have
seen
only
a
dozen
years
on
With but one solitaryDemocrat accorded Li"3 ® Elliot who defeated zens appearedcare-free. Oirls were there.
dump, and ditto the City Dump.
this
sphere,
stole
two
black
medical
On
the
higher
elevation
between
holding
major
office,
the
"Home
of
Maynard
Spear
by
276
to
267.
roller
skating
in
the
streets,
boys
Grave concern is felt by city authorities oyer
Last night at 8 oclock Officer
I Knox" continues a veritable O OP. j Prom the opening broadside of an were playing baseball on the sand- Oardiner and Hallowell the residents cases from the automobile of Dr
the danger resulting from the escape of gasoline
Hatch received a phone message
were
entirely
safe
from
the
flood,
but
stronghold, as graphically illustrated
taxpayer charging dlscrimina- ot*. the waters were receding, the
Walter D. Hall.
that some pills had been found on
fumes from sewers into cellars in many sections
ln tabulated votes of this classifica- tlon- through a variety of oral dis- sun was shining. All was well on ths could not have been more effectively
The case was reported to the polife Purchase street,
of the city. AU householders are warned to be
tion: Alfred M. Strout polled 353 sent and discussion, excitement was Saco just as it was on the Potomac. marooned on a desert isle, for they and Friday Officer Hatch began an
All of the schools have been notlextremely careful. Every effort is being made
I noted as we passed out of Knox could not get into Oardiner on the
ballots as against 231 for Bowdoin c»e and tension high all along the
investigation which soon resulted in fled and teachers and parents have
County the abundance of dried grass ore side, or Hallowell on the other.
to locate and abate tbe cause of the menace.
Uie taking ot two boys into custody been asked to caution children in
Grafton ln contest for a three-year
(Continued on Page 8lx>
in the fields and on many premises, Tn those people looking down upon
After a considerable amount of grill- case they find anything of this sort,
LEFOREST A. THURSTON,
end thought what a fine time lt would the flood, and seeing two cities par
ing they volunteered to take him to Sixty-eight vials of medicine were
NO ACTION LIKELY
DREW GREAT CROWDS
be to burn it rather than chance such tially inundated it must have been a
Mayor.
the places where they had hidden the stolen from Dr Hall's car, together
a disastrous flre as we had some years marvelous spectacle.
Ferrin-Booth Services At the Officer Shaw Finds Miss ago. And then I recalled that Lew- Our attention was diverted near pills, narcotics, etc., and they pro- with anesthetics in various forms,
ceeded to take him over a far-flung and two hypodermic needles and
Witherspoon Not Respon- 1510,1 Journal clipping which we re Hallowell by the new overpass which route, with an absence of results ex- syringes, the value being about $60.
First Baptist Church Reach
published Saturday, quoting experts is being constructed across the Maine
cept a somewhat overheated collar
One of the boys goes to the State
133T&Th-tf
Whole County
sible For Camden Fatality as saying that it is unwise to thus Central tracks.
on the genial cop.
school ln South Portland and one
dispose of the dried grass. To burn
Hallowell still presents a bedraggled
Tlie Rankin street woods was the j was placed on probation.
Over 1200 people attended the difOeorge I. Shaw of the State Police
or
not
to
burn,
that
is
the
question.
appearance
—wrecked buildings, ice
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
ferent services of the First Baptist yesterday completed his investigation
Shall I say "burning question?"
floes high on lawns, wet streets, etc..
Church Sunday. A delegation of 30 oj Saturday night's fatal accident in
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- We
saw
where
gravel
had
been
etc. Lots of housecleaning Is going sides, but It was too early for other , ber of the firm of Wilkinson A
(Swift’* Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One*half Pound)
young people with their pastor. Rev. Camden when a car driven by Miss
spring signs. It is still the drab pic- : Oraves. and they appear to be doln;
hauled in to replenish the highway to be necessary over there.
J. E. Besant attended the evening Hazel Witherspoon of Camden struck
ture of late winter, yet always fur- fan excellent business at their Shell
leading "over the hill to the poor
Twin Cities Happy Again
service from Jefferson
Camden. james Whitney. 49. a Rockport
nu-hlng
something interesting to see. j gasoline station.
Thomaston. Warren. Rockport, Union World War veteran. Whitney died house.” Every heavy storm does lots
We passed within three miles of the
Brunswick, which I was then VisitChurchgoers were in possession of
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
of
gullying
in
that
vicinity,
and
when
Tenant's Harbor, and other towns in the Camden hospital Sunday
State
Oaine
Camp,
presided
over
by
mg
for the third time since the flood
Augusta
streets,
the
flag
floated
idly
the folks wake up the following morn
were represented In the audience.
a Rockland boy, McNeil Brown, but j came, was the mecca Sunday for
of the
morning.
ing they never know whether they on the State House dome, and there
The challenging preaching of Mr.
Officer Shaw found enough to con
■was little to tell that the State was the druggist whom we interrogated thousands of sightseers, and an end
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Ferrin and the inspiring solo work of vince him that Miss Witherspoon was i are going to find a highway or rather
on the eve of two great conventions was unable to tell us the condition less chain of motor cars passed over
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. Booth made a deep impression nowise responsible for the accident. i it has washed down the valley.
which will have considerable to do of the dirt road leading to lt. and we the Brunswick-Topsham bridge. The
Chickawaukie'i White Surface
upon the large audiences.
Mr. and has so reported to County At
with determining who is to be the turned regretfully away without see river at that point is still badly swol
March 2, 1936
Booth's conducting ability is seen In torney Jerome C. Burrows.
The white surface of Chickawaukie r.ext tenant of the State's official ing him. A special trip to that in len and for several days yet will be
EARLE McINTOSH. See. and Treas. the selections rendered each evening
M. R. PILLSBURY. President
It is improbable that any further Lake—a veritable field of snow it ap- household.
teresting place is under consider a sight worth going many miles to
L. C. JACKSON, JR., Asst. Trcas
ELMER B. CROCKETT. Vice Pres.
by his chorus choir of 40 voices.
ation.
action will be taken.
I peared. was in marked contrast to the
see. Watching the hundreds of cars
In
Manchester
we
saw
the
ruins
DIRECTORS—Charles H. Berry, John C. Creighton. Elmer B. Crockett Wil
Tonight will be Radio Night. Spe
------------------| bare ground all around it The Ice ot a skating rink, or rather the ce
The Oray road is a long stretch of tor sight of a familiar face I saw but
liam T. Hocking, Albert C. McLoon, John J. Meehan, Morris B. Perry, M. R.
cial “Mounta'n Top" selections will
LINCOLN COUNTY JURORS
vas “giving up" all around the edges, ment piers on which one had stood | cement, at the end of which, headed cne man I had ever known. Charles
Pillsbury. Charles E. Starrett
be sung by Mr. Booth. Special re
The Lincoln County Jury commis-1 and "It won't be long now Perhaps before the flre came. My hobby be toward Portland, comes one of the Wentworth, formerly of Rockland.
Organized July 17, 1933
quests from the audience will be sloners. Clerk of Courts C. A. Rich-! Oliver Holmes knows the earliest and
The Kennebec River at Bath was
ing roller-skating and having no finest stretches of concrete highway
sung One of the special features of ards of Damariscotta and Tyler [ latest dates when the ice has gone out
place in Which to exercise it, I knew I ever beheld. Smooth and solid as much more peaceful than when I
ASSETS
Wednesday will be the singing of
last beheld it. filled with rushing ice
Hodgdon of East Boothbay, have of this lake. All of the ponds were how to sympathize with the Man a house floor.
Loan, ami Discounts .................................. -...................... .........
« “The Angel Song." by Mr. Booth. drawn the following for service on still ice covered except Seven Tree chester fans.
Just outside of Gray is a cottage floes. If trouble should break out
This is a tremendous song, and he is
the traverse juries at the next term Pond.
The flood left the Winthrop high sitting high upon a ledge, and to there it ought to be quelled speedily
Overdrafts ........................................................ -.......................•»......
•always requested to sing it wherever of the Lincoln County Superior Court
The
snow
fences
along
Route
17
way
ip bad shape and work crews this structure the owner gave the by that saucy looking destroyer which
United States Securitiea .............-................. -........ -....... 258,640 b.i
Other Bonds and Stocks ....................... .....................................
423.789 28 he goes. Mr. Ferrln's sermons will which will open the second Tuesday have not been disturbed, possibly fol were trying to restore it to something name "Onarock."
was launched last week.
Bank Building. Furniture and Fixtures ........... -...................
26.297 50 fit Into the spirit and thought of ln May: J. Russ Abbott. Whitefield; lowing the counsel of older citizens
The bridge between Saco and Bid
A brief call upon the genial Ivan
like order. "We bid you au revolr,"
Cash and due from Banks ....................-..... -.................... 557,056 -0 these services.
Oscar N. Bailey, Dresden; Albert who remember that terrific blizzard of reads the town sign on the outskirts deford was marked “Unsafe," but we Trueworthy at Brunswick and a nice
Branch Items in Tranalt............................... —........ .................
2,857 M
Mr. Ferrin and Mr. Booth spoke Benner. Waldoboro; Mrs. John E. April 2, 49 years ago the coming of Winthrop. While they were in drove across it with nonchalance, as supper at the Riverveiw Cafe in Dam
Other Assets .............. ................................................................. ........
>•?« 90
and sang at the High School As Benner, Nobleboro; Willis Bond, Jef Thursday. In the western part of the this mood, a la Francaise, why didn't hundreds of other motorists were do ariscotta were pleasant incidents of
SI,759.633 10 sembly on Tuesday morning. They ferson; Ernest L. Burns, Waldoboro; Slate we found that most of the snow they add: “Venez encore?"
ing the same. Hundreds of specta the last leg of our day's Journey.
Trust Investments ...............................................................
89,469 51 will also be at the Lions Club on Harold W. Castner, Damariscotta; fences had been rolled up for the
Near Highmoor Farm is another tors were gathered upon and around
(The End)
Wednesday. These meetings will be
another
Saco
bridge,
which
had
been
summer.
over-pass
under
construction,
and
a
Evan
Chase,
Edgecomb;
Robert
$1,849,102 61
held each night this week at 7:30. Chesebro. Boothbay; Raymond Dollpartly destroyed.
The Community Sweet Shop looked very large undertaking, it looked.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and will close with three services on Off. Boothbay Harbor; Perry F. Dun- J real cosy but not so much so as it
The
waters
were
still
rushing
pellLIABILITIES
The Man From Home
Sunday.
ton, Boothbay; Albert S. Erskine, will a few weeks hence when Ed gets mell over the Lewiston dam, but the
II I had my life to live again I would
$100,000 00
Retracing our way to Portland, the have
Aina; William L. Flye, Newcastle; | to wrestling with that wood pile and Twin Cities were bright and smiling,
made a rule to read some poetry
50.000 00
Lean meat and fish, eggs, milk,
gas supply ran low and we stopped at j
toST
TJ
Edward
M.
Gamage,
South
Bristol;
|
Mattie
recalls
that
she
left
the
pies
and
there
was
no
trace
of
the
panic
9,275 08 whole grains, beans and peas are
Undivided Profits
a
filling
station.
While
the
"Ponty"
‘
lo!,
‘
0(
happ
‘
,,e
“
ch
"
l
«
Darwla.
Maude
Clark
Gay,
Waldoboro;
Fred
in
the
oven
too
long.
which seized upon the residents when
10.933 57 good sources of phosphorus ln the
858.487 06
O. Oilbert. Bristol; Ralph Qorham 1 The Union High School building the false report of a burst dam sent was being thus regaled I chatted with
CROCUS
diet,
needed
ln
addition
to
calcium
728,326 33
Bristol; Oeorge W. Oreenleat, Booth- j looked spic and span—rather proud them fleeing to high ground.
The
crocus
had
slept ln his little round
the attendant, and to my surprise he
2,603 76- for good bones and teeth.
Certified and Treasurer's checks outstanding
house
bay Harbor; Leslie B. Hlsier, White- and haughty, in fact, on account of
7 30
So
soundly
the
whole winter through;
Fine Piece Of Highway
Other Liabilities .........................................................
said;
There came a tap-tapping— twas Spring
field; Frank J. Hoffses. Damari the fine showing its athletes have
WALL PAPER
at
the
door:
As the miles clicked away under our
"How's everything down in the big
$1,759,633 10 Last year's patterns in bundles with scotta. Fred K. Keene, Bremen; Ar been making.
"Up! upl We are waiting for youl”
89,469 51
Trust Department
thur M. Light, Somerville; Oeorge
North Knox Fair Grounds were in wheels there was ample time to con city?"
border
The crocus peeped out from his llttls
It was Earl Oraves, son of Wil
50 cents up for room lot
brown house
8. Lincoln, Wiscasset; Clark Rowe excellent condition—for outboard mo sider minor matters and one of
$1,849,102 61
And nodded his gay little head;
MOODY'S DRY GOODS STORE
Boothbay Harbor; Jesse F. White, tor races, which will be about the these concerned the highest number liam E. Graves, Northend grocer. "Oood morning, Miss Snowdrop! and
TeL 12-12,
Union, Maine
how do you do
The young man has been in South
Wiscasset; John Woodward. Bristol; only events possible until the pres on a Maine car. We saw 121,412.
THOMAS A. COOPER,
This line, chilly morning?" he said,
39*lt
Bank Commisaloner. j
ent lake evaporates. But I have Pussy willows bordered the road- Portland the past year as junior uieiuDora Howard York, Waldoboro.
—Sarah J. Day

Steiwer, attorney, and wheat owner
of Oregon. Mr. Steiwer's name has
♦
The secret of success Is con- ♦ been prominently mentioned as a
••• stancy of purpose. —Benjamin •••
♦ Disraeli
* candidate for President in the Re
publican national convention.
Senator Steiwer is a representative
KIND HEARTS THERE son of the pioneer stock that has
thrown a glamor of romance over the
Inmates Of the State Prison early history of Oregon.
Remember the Flood Suf In college the young man made a
ferers Elsewhere
record as a strong, sportsmanlike and
convincing speaker. At the Univer
The Maine State Prison’s inmates
sity
of Oregon he was a member of
—who haven't got it to spare—Satur
the football team. In 1916 he was
day sent tlielr contribution to the
State's flood relief fund to Gover elected State senator, resigning in
nor Louis J Brann at the State 1917 to enlist in the World War, serv
ing overseas as first lieutenant of field
House.
artillery. Returning home he resumed
The prisoners' contribution, all the practice of law and was influen
they could scrape up. was exactly tial in legislation for agricultural In
terest* and others. He was elected
»16 19.
Gov Brann announced receipt of to the United States Senate in 1927
and has since been a prominent mem
the Thomaston contribution at a
ber of that body.
benefit party for the flood relief
The woman keynote speaker of the
fund here Saturday night, and was
convention will be Mrs. Robert Lin
thunderously applauded
coln Hoyal of Douglas, Arizona, direc
Praising all Maine citizens for their
tor of the women's division of the
quick response to the need for funds
Republican national committee.
and food for the flood victims, the
She was a Presidential elector in
Governor mentioned only one con
192b and on the list of speakers in
tribution in actual dollars and cents,
the national Republican committee
ln his brief speech. That was the
in the campaign of 1932.
916 19 the boys behind the bars had
Wednesday night nliost of the coun
dug out of their nearly bare pock ty meetings will be held, including
ets. that other unfortunates might that of Knox County which is sched
have help—Kennebec Journal.
uled for 9 o’clock in Room 3 at the
Bangor House. At the same time in
BORAH'S CAMPAIGN
Room 1 will be held the meeting of
the Lincoln County delegation. The
Senator Borah, of Idaho, extended Hancock County delegation meets in
his campaign for the Republican i Room 7 at the Bangor House at 8
presidential nomination into the I
p. m.
Northwest Saturday announcing he
would enter the Oregon primary
May IS.

Old Fashioned Dance
Every Wednesday Night

The Four Counties Republican was decided that the presence of 50
Club. Inc., met again at the River members would constitute a quorum,
view Restaurant in Damariscotta last regardless of the counties from which
night, with 49 members present, and they came.
The matter of membership Slso
organization was completed with the
election of C. J. Hanna as a vice evoked argument and oratory, but it
president in place of Arthur Green was finally decided that membership
leaf, resigned, and Mrs Emily Jagels should be limited to enrolled Repub
of Camden and Neota C. Fowles of licans. as this is strictly a Republi
Whitefield as members of the execu can club. The desire of Democrats
tive board from Knox and Lincoln and Independents to participate in
this highly worthy cause of working
Counties, respectively.
The reading of the newly formu- in the civic interests of the four
lated bylaws by Edward W Bridgham counties embraced, is fully appreciatof Bath, occupied more than an I ed, and no doubt worthy of altered
hour, each item being the subject j enrollment.
of lively debate, in which Senator j The greater part of the evening
Roy L Fernald of Winterport, and was taken up by a discussion of the
Wesley M. Hilton of Damariscotta, as proposed new highway between
fellow incorporators had an especial Brunswick and Bath. Plans were
shown by County Commissioner
ly active part.
President Joseph H. Wells, on his Roscoe C. Bailey of Bath, who has
feet for more than three hours, but | been a consistent and earnest workpatient withal, found himself on the I er on the project for three years and
hot spot of parliamentary debate, whose argument in favor of the di
and in this phase of the evening pro rect route ending on Court street,
ceedings a valuable factor was Clerk Bath, finally received the endorseof Courts Milton M. Oriffin. who is ment of the Pour Counties Club. Inc.,
an authority on that subject, and has; the matter to be taken up with the
State Highway Commission and
delivered several lectures upon it.
Ttie matter of a quorum was dis Executive Council. An elaborated
cussed at some length, the sugges- report on this plan will appear in
tion of 10 percent of the membership j due season.
from each county being regarded as I The Riverview Restaurant is being
unwieldy, due to the fact that a enlarged to accommodate the Club,
membership of perhaps more than which will have its permanent head
2000 is contemplated Eventually it quarters there.

(By The

Roving

REPUBLICANS SWEEP TOWN

Elected All But One Candidate In ThomastonSix Hundred Votes Cast

DR. HALL’S CAR ROBBED

Pills and Drugs Scattered By Two Boys—Warn

ing To Children Issued

A SERIOUS SITUATION

SIM’S

LUNCH

&V
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NO (

WARREN

hance, sa> s sam

Well Known Lewiston Writer
For thou, Lord hast made me glad
Doesn’t Believe Brann
through thy work: I will triumph ln
Will Run Again
the works of thy hands. —Ps. 92: 4.

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS

Mrs. Henry Webb, librarian at
Wlsc&ssett, will be the guest speaker
Thursday evening at the Warren
Woman's Club held at the Club
rooms. Violin selections will be given
Large bulbs producing dowers four to six inches across, according
by Gabriel H Winchenbaugh of
to variety
Waldoboro, teacher of the violin, and
Double Variety: White. American Beauty, Peach Blossom. Apple
former student of Maurice Kauf
Blossom. Yellow, Rose. Pink. Scarlet, Crimson
mann of New York, internationally
CRISPA (RUFFLED EDGE)
White. Yellow. Pink
famous violinist. Refreshments will
DOUBLE FRILLED
be served in conclusion to the meet
Pink. W hite. Salmon. Orange, Scarlet
ing under tthe direction of Mrs.
HANGING BASKET VARIETY
.Alzada Simmons. Hostesses will be
Whitr. Pink, Scarlet, Mixed
Bulb. ::;u:.t be planted by April 15th, in boxes or pots, and trans
Mrs. Alice Cook and Mrs. Annie
planted outdoors; after danger of frost
Aspcy.
With care bulbs can be kept for several years
' Rev. Henry Webb of Wiscasset will
LARGE SIZE BULBS
be guest ; peaker Thursday evening
$17.50 per hundred: $2.50 per dozen
i before the Congregational Brother
Smaller Sixes, $2.00 per dozen; 15 for $2.00 postpaid
hood. Supper will be served at 6:18.
Cultural directions furnished
Order At Once
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett who
have been visiting with friends and
relatives in Brockton and Quincy.
) Mass . left with Mr and Mrs George
.ATI-ANTIC. MAINE
Oonia of Quincy, Friday for St.
36-33
Petersburg. Fla., where they expect
i to remain for four weeks, located at
MANY CANDIDATES ,976 13th Ave. South.
WALKER S APPEAL
Madeline Miller who has been the
Overseer Again Pulls At the For the 33 Vacancies To B<‘ «‘*st the past week of her aunt.

SPECIAL CLUB OFFERING

s appose this had been

I

In a pre-convention story concern- |
lng the Democratic State Conven
tion. which ls being held ln Lewiston
An Appreciation Of Gov. today. Sam Connor said:
Cobb As Prepared By En “There isn't much question but i,
what the spirit which will pervade ’
sign Otis, Bowdoin 07
both conventions would have been
The current issue of th? Bowdoin ,nuch different had Oov Brann been
Aiumus contains a notable article
candidate again Whatever may
entitled “The Senior Trustee.
It ]lave [)cen thejr wish, leaders ln both
concerns former Governor William j parties regarded him as unbeatable
T. Cobb and ls from the able pen of prlor to that announcement. While
Ensign Otis. Bowdoin. 07. a former a few gUU hoW to that belief the
newspaper man.
, grcat majority say that for him to ■
The article is very complete as to i change his mind' now would be of >
biography but the author s comments no heJp
also afford much interest and ex..jt jg true that the Democratic
cerpls are here given.
State committee has adopted a reso"It ls an interesting speculation' j iulion asking him to make this
writes Mr. Otis, “to consider what change. Il is equally true that to I
Gov. Cobb's career might have been date he has not made answer It is
had he entered upon thc active still equally true, that most of those
practice of law, ln his home county who voted for the resolution did not1
or elsewhere. To those who know expect him to say yes to the request
him more or less intimately, his
Their reason for this is that they ;
Filled On the Maine State *",Av’h ,S,mm°ns "‘‘u™d SunHeartstrings Of People
Photogrsph Courtesy Lewiston Sun end Journal
day to her home ln Waldoboro.
decision not to do so must be re are convinced that before making his
1 olice Force
I Walter Perry of Portland spent
W ho Respond
garded with regret. Especially ls it a announcement in January the Gov
WHEN our Brunswick plant became flooded out, it was only a matter
matter of regret to the members of ernor gave the matter careful and i
Three hundred and
seventy- the last weekend at home.
of hours before another tie-in was made with our transmission lines from
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
the Maine Bar, for the profession serious
consideration.
Having
Even following a Red Cross emer-1 seven out of 540 applicants for apBath . . . and emergency service restored.
would welcome and profit by thc reached the decision that it would
gency contribution. I feel that I shall pointment to the State Highwa.v
Walter Bucklin was pleasantly surinclusion of many of his type. It ls be unwise for him to run, they argue ,
Hundreds of other situations were as quickly handled during the hectic
1 get a sure fire response from an ap- Police successfully passed the mental prised at a recent birthday party
not implied that thc same qualities he will never make a change.
peal through your potent pages.
examinations held last week before given in hls honor at his home at
flood.
Linemen worked long hours all through the night; they took
are not important in business, and
“It ls a well known fact that an
The blind and paralyzed boy for officials of the 6tate Department ot South Warren by friends. Among
hazardous
risks but power flowed back and forth, re-routed around dam
his success in that field Justifies his attempt wlll be made at the conven-'
whom I asked a crib awhile back Education Chief Wilbur H Towle ot those present were Mrs. Bucklin. Mr
aged lines, up and down, over and around our territory to go where it
choice in a measure. But assuredly tion Tuesday to stampede Hls Ex
needs something soon tn which he thc State Police announced
and Mrs. Ixvl Bucklin. Miss Eva
Oov. Cobb had the attributes that cellency into a change of mind by a
was most needed. While no one wants floods, yet someone must plan
can be put out to sit ln the sunHalf of the successful group has Bucklin of South Warren, Mr. and
would have made a really jreat law great demonstration It may accom
against them.
shine. Has anyone something to been notified to appear in Augusta Mrs. Herbe-t H. Newbert. Mr. and
yer. There was the bedrock founda plish this, but those closest to the!
offer? By the way. my request for Sunday to submit to physical exam.- j Mrs Fr?d Ames. Mr. and Mrs. George
Interconnection, or the tying-in of big hydro electric stations like
tion of absolute Integrity and In Oovernor don't believe he would run & cj..b br ht
preCj0US and nations and the remainder will be Newbert, Herbert E. Newbert. Miss
grained personal probity.
under any circumstances—not the
„___ .
1 examined similarly next Wednesday Harriet Wilson of Thomaston. Mr
Wyman Station at Bingham, Gulf Island at Lewiston-Auburn, with dozens
3
pathetic souvenirs of childhood.
"There was a remarkable degree of slightest chance.
of smaller ones all over our systems, made it possible to maintain service
. ' Another thing needed and hard Those who pass the physical exami- and Mrs Willis Kinney of Rockland.
loyalty to persons with whom he was
•There will be a definite move beprocure commercially ls a nation successfully will be person- Cards were enjoyed during the eveeven at the flood's peak, in most communities. In others, it greatly
associated nicely balanced by a clear fore the adjournment to decide who
^ve
cant
fw>
(nvestlgated
character, ap- ning, and refreshments of ice cream
lessened the time they might otherwise have been without lights and
vision which kept him from forming will be thc party s standard-bearer
anyway so why not use pearance. and general qualifications and cake served.
intimacies with any who did not ln the coming campaign.
power.
* R to purchase merit to your soul by and will be interviewed personally by
Arnold Robinson, student at
measure up to his standards. His time but two names have been seri
This is but one of the contingencies which has been built up and main
giving it to the poor. Call 663-W or Chief Towle.
Hebron Academy is home for a ten
public speaking was never of the ously suggested for the nomination.
address
Louis A Walker
Out of thc present group of 377 ,!ajs recess
tained
to furnish you as dependable service as we can, day or night,
spellbinding variety, but few men Judge Fred H Lancaster of Lewis
Chairman Overseers of the Poor young men. Chief Towle faces the
frtm w&rTpn atu>nded thc
summer or winter, drought or flood.
could present facts, figures and ton. chairman of the Democrat State
task of appointing 33 patrolmen or
wntag ^rvlcr of Ferrinargument m more clear, concise and committee, and F Harold Dubord,
approxlmately 10 percent of the Booth held at the First Baptist
THE DEMOCRATS GATHER
convincing form. We may venture National Committeeman and an
_____
present group of applicants. They
Church. Rockland.
the opinion that, as a lawyer, he nounced candidate for United States
And when someone writes us a letter, or calls us up, as many people
For Today’s State Convention in will be apportioned by council diswould have risen rapidly to the high- I Senator
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lrwiston—Coaxing Gov. Brann
tricts largely approximately four behave in the past few days to tell us how they appreciate extra bits of
est honors attainable in that pro“There have been hints that Con
_____
ing named in each of the seven couii- Mansfield Robinson were Mr and
service we try to give, our employes appreciate them, too.
We're all
Mrs. Ray Robinson of South Paris,
fession: and that, on the whole, such gressman Moran might be willing to
Maine Democrats hold their State ell districts with the Portland area
a career might well have been more change places, but no one takes that
human,
after
all.
j convention in Lewiston today but probably being given one or tw, wh0 were °n tbetr »»>’ “> 'Wt relacongenial than that of commercial very seriously.
were still without an avowed-candi extra appointments as the large- Uw» in Harrington. Miss Eileen
We.
-Xs yet Dubord has not indicated
date for the gubernatorial nomina quota of new officers will be assign.,. Klmbal! *’» ^companled them will
“It seems to be a fact that circum- that changing candidacies had any
spend the week in Warren as the
tion in the June primaries Oov. to that district.
To our customers who so patiently bore with us during this trying period
stances, ratlier than deliberate choice appeal to him He came within a
guest of Mrs. Robinson.
Louis J. Brann has not indicated he
this company wishes to express its appreciation.
or personal preference, governed his few hundred votes of defeating SenCharles Head Jr., game warden for
would reverse hls decision not to seek
TRI-COUNTY LEAGUE this district who has been located in
decision. The large and diverse bust- ator Hale two years ago and hona third term. Many friends who de
To our employes who so unselfishly gave of their time and energy—
ness interests of his father presented estly believes that he can -K. O '
------Rockland the past winter is now with
sire to see him enter the arena
through long hours and hard work—that service might be maintained, w»
an opportunity and a demand. It Senator White this year.
The
again arc counting on thc possibility President Standish Of Apple- Mrs B<rlha Leadbetter. South Warpublicly express our sincerest thanks.
was thc wish of Francis Cobb that Senatorship is for six years the gov.
. r• i
, ren. where he will make his hcadthat the convention reception will in
ton Is Elected President-—' quarters for the next few months.
fcis sons should take over the busi- ernorship for two. It ls easy to unduce him to change his mind.
9 • ■ »
ness burden as he aged, and as one derstand why he isn’t getting all
The Schedule
Party leaders indicated they did
C. W. S. Cobb, had already gone to heated up over the proposed shift.
J.
H.
Higgins
of Meriden. Conn..
not believe any candidates for the
Thc Tri-county Baseball League , and Floyd Pickard of Wellfleet Mass
St. Louis to manage the branch busi“Lancaster, his friends indicate, is
nomination would announce themwhich includes the baseball teams ( are in Warren in the interest of the
ness there, it seemed logical that I more desirous of succeeding himself
’ selves until the day of the convenof Warren High. Union High, Rock , Lane Construction Company of
William should step in at Rockland. Tas Judge of probate in Androscoggin
POWl
l tion or later Among those who have
port High. Liberty High, and Apple- , Meriden. Conn., to complete the setIt was an opportunity that must have County than to be the candidate for
been mentioned as likely candidates
ton High, was formed at a business j ting up of machinery for use in tbe
appeared glamorous enough to any Oovernor. At that, with the proper
were Judge Fred Lancaster of Au
meeting attended by the different 1 construction of the 3.3 miles of
young and ambitious man. and the pressure applied, lt is agreed he
burn state chairman.
high school principals and coaches bituminous concrete to be built on
clearly expressed parental wish might consent to get on the wagon
The State convention will elect a
held Thursday afternoon at Warren number one highway toward Waldoturned the tide.”
J and make the run.
delegate to the National convention
I Chloe Mills of South Hope Mrs. C.
“He was elected and re-clreted, . “It is true that thc party might
High school. Officers chosen for j tK>ro this summer, starting at the I Mrs. Helen Gray, Mrs. Alice Gray,
EAST UNION
to be held in Philadelphia in June.
J. Grassow. Mrs Ora Merrifield and
the season includes: president Alfred end of the concrete just below the and Mrs. Abbie Stickney.
and during his two terms as Gover- find itself in thc same situation it
P Harold Dubord. national com
Standish, principal of Appleton High Life Saver Tea Room. Work on the
nor, the State of Maine- came to "was when the convention of 1922 and
Alice Davis entertained thc fol- , soil and Mrs. Olive Grassow.
mitteeman for Maine and candidate
school; secretary. William P. Thomas stretch will not begin until May.
lowing gucsls recently at a dinner
The first dance of the season held
know and admire him as his neigh- that of 1928 adjourned, without a
llatevil P. Burgess
for thc U. S Senatorial nomination,
in Orange hall Saturday night was
principal of Union High.
bors in Knox County long had done definite candidate for governor, and
party.
Maud
Payson.
Lottie
Well

While
in
Warren,
the
men
are
mak

will deliver the convention's keynote
Word comes from Aurora. Ill., of
well attended.
The baseball season will open ing their headquarters at Dunrom- 1
There was little that was spectacular be obliged to go out and hand pick
Ihe death March 26 of Hatevll P. man and daughter Helen.
speech. Others scheduled to speak
Mr and Mrs George Thomas of
one
That
was
the
reason
ln
1924
Monday
April
27.
and
continue
to
in hts administrations: it would be
lng Inn, C. S Phillips of Providence, Burgess. 81, native of Warren. Funer
Dorothy
Morton
enjoyed
the
weekj
that W R Pattangall ran for gov- , besl^Dub^rd a^.Br^."e
Camden were callers Sunday of Mr.
May 28. with two games played «ach in charge cf the construction, ls ex
difficult to point to a single policy
al services were held Saturday after end at the place as usual.
tor Robert Reynolds, of North Caro
and Mrs. Roland Payson at this
1 week.
or measure advocated or supported ernor and Oakley C. Curtis for Unit
pected to arrive some time this week. noon at Aurora and interment was
Robert Kearly ar.d family who
lina. and U. S. Rep. Mary T. Norton
ed
States
Senator,
and
E.
C
Moran,
Much
interest
was
manifest
ln
this
by him as designed to catch or hold
Guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Sidney made at Riverside Cemetery. He have been spending the winter at place.
of New Jersey.
league whieh was organized last Vinal this week arc Mrs. Raymond
It was with a feeling of regret
the popular fancy. Indeed, his sup the gubernatorial candidate in 1928.
leaves a wife Mrs. Henrietta Burgess Mars Hill has arrived here for thc
season for the first time, the trophy Vinal and daughter Jane Walcott of of Aurora. Ill., and a grandson summer having employment with hU |
THF mcANTILC INSl RANCE
port of measures aimed at the drastic
thlf '°“m“1,y ‘carn*d_
COMPANY OF AMERICA
then won by Warren high.
death of I. C. Thurston which oc
enforcement of the Prohibitory laws
THE MEN WITH MITTS
150 William SI.. New Y'ork, New York
Brighton. Mass., who motored down Thomas G. Burgess of Detroit, and i father J. W. Kearly.
The schedule for the coming sea Saturday with Dr Raymond Vtnal.
- ■ ASSETS DBC 31. 1935
could almost toe regarded as a deli
Mrs Gretchen Payson and two curred ln California March 29.
a sister Mrs. Lawrence Kalloch of
son is announced.
berate flouting of public opinion. And How They Did Use Ca*h tn Office and Bank
«
Dr.
Vtnal
remained
for
the
weekend
daughters
Doris and Marilyn were
215.738 73
Warren.
Mr. Burgess was bom
April 27—Waldoboro at Liberty, only return ng 3unday. Mrs. Sidnev
Balances _______
347.859 65
Radical Prohibitionists felt that thc
among
the
guests as follows, who
Radio? "There ls nothing finer
Aug.
27,
1854
in
Warren,
thc
son
of
1 hem At the Last Box'aeSJiawe
6 500 27
law was being made unpopular by
56.627 04 Rockport at Union, Warren at Apple- Vinal who had been visiting them Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess and lie dined with Lucretia Pushaw Satur- than a Stromberg-Carlson." Maine
i Interest and Bents
1 072 04 ton.
All other Asset*
ing Bout!
unsparing enforcement; thc opposi
in Brighton. Mass. returned to War went to the mid-west when- but 22 day: Mrs. John Pushaw and Mrs. j Music Co.
33-tf
April 39—Union at Waldoboro, ren with them.
... .
I—..,
Oross Assets ........... _....... 16,583,599 35
tion howled of oppression and tyran- ,
years of age. For 49 years he worked
Fight fans are still talking about Deduct iUm, not admitted 23 726 93 Liberty at Warren, Appleton at
ny. But the laws were there, and he.
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr. for the Aurora Division of the Burl
at the
that main bout as
we Rockland ,i
admitted
................
86 585.872 42
Rockport.
as the executive head of the State,
and
Mrs. Pred Miller were Mr. and ington R. R.. and at the time of his
of
I
Athletic Club, when Ken Pease of .
liabiutisb dbc 31. 1935
May 4—Waldoboro at Rockport, Mrs. David Hill and children. Mr.
was there to enforce them as they Warrell is considered to have bested Net Unpaid Lowes
retirement in 1925 had served as
8196.709 00
'""-' ■
warren is conwm
unearned Premiums
2.115.270 8i Liberty at Appleton, Union at War
stood.
Bnd Mrs Burleigh Mank and son of master carpenter for 11 years.
Young Jack of Augusta in five of xil othfr Liabilities ............ 201 M6 07 ren.
“If we seem to have pictured a the six rounds. Jack, who has never
Warren. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller
His was a career with many pro
aJ1 Liabilities 3 os? 956 54
May 7—Warren at Waldoboro, of Waldoboro, and Bodowin Lermond motions. Entering the service of the
stiff, unyielding and headstrong
been knocked out In 144 battles, was
. .
__
! Total Liabilities and Surplus 16.565 872 42 Rockport at Liberty, Appleton at of Boston.
dictator, let us hasten to correct the
j Burlington as bridge man, Nov. 18,
far from licked however. The fight- •___________________________ 39-T-45 Union.
impression. No man ever carried
Mayflower TVmple P S. of 1876, he was promoted to foreman
lng was fast and furious, and the __________
________ _________
May ll- -Waldoboro at Appleton: j Thomaston as the guests of Crescent Jan. 18, 1882 Jan. 18, 1895 he was
out his duties with more calm good Army boy seemed able to hit from
humor: none ever met his fellow
Liberty
at Union, Warren at Rock- Temple P. 3. of Warren worked the made superintendent of bridges and
SAVE FUEL
any angle The crowd roared its ap
port.
man, friend or foe. wise or foolish,
degree upon two candidates Prlday remained in that position until his
proval of this bout.
BAKE QUICKLY
May 14—Rockport at Waldoboro, evening for the latter lodge, the final promotion to master carpenter
more genially; none ever sought thc
The fight between Popeye Manta
Put in your kitchen one of tbe new
Warren at Liberty, Union at Apple- candidates. Mrs Mildred Starret in July 1904. He was one of the
opinions of others more earnestly.
„ ,
J
t
. of Owl s Head and Frankie Carr of
ton.
listened to them with more patience Watcrvllle was nlp and tuclt affair,
and Mrs. Mildred Gammon. A 6 j best known men of the system and
May 18—Waldoboro at Union. o'clock suouer was served, the com-j had lived practically all his life in
and courtesy—or punctured them
were deadlocked in
with a readier £lt and insight if they , „
a declslon.
Liberty at Rockport. Appleton at mittee in charge. Mrs. Mabel Mills,. Aurora.
Pop may have !
Warren.
turned out to be buncombe. Hls th(,
round
I
May 21—Waldoboro at Warren,
criticisms can be devastating, but j Vino Johnson was iaid aWBy In the |
Appleton st Liberty, Union at Rock
they are never virulent; always direct sofond round of hls boUt wlth Bobby ,
port.
and never sarcastic. At the end of Brown of Augusla.
man wlth,
May 25—Liberty at Waldoboro.
hls second term Governor Cobb re- thc colorfu, name had t00 much skill
Warren at Union, Rockport at Appletired with a degree of popular respect ,or lhe vegetabie juggler,
ton.
and admiration seldom expressed for
Jabber Hastings and Boots Keizer
May 28—Appleton at Waldoboro,
an outgoing executive.'
indulged in what one observer called
Union
at Liberty. Rockport at War
-------------------a waltzing match. There might ha’«
it burns so hot and clean!”
ren.
At the meeting of the Rockland been casualties if Boots' raiment had j

"SENIOR TRUSTEE”

BRUNSWICK’S Only Power J

HOWARD R. RICH

We Appreciate Those Kind ^ords

To Our Customers and Employes

CENT

AINE
MPAMY

REDUCTION IN
PRICE OF

SOFT COAL

GLENWOOD
RANGES

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL _

Society for the Hard Of Hearing on stayed put.
Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Nathan i new title, and it should read "One ,
Witham conducted the lesson. An
Cracker Pavrcau should have a
Interesting feature of the afternoon Blow" Favreau. for that's how he}
was the demonstration of the Acous- knocked out Peewee Giroux of Watlcon perpetual battery given by tervilue.
Hazen Spear and Jack O'Brine
Howard Beale, consultant for the
Acousticon Maine Company, Maine were “thirds" in the ring.
branch of the Dlctograpn Products
Company of New York. Mr. Beale
concluded hls demonstration with a
The newspaper cannot make
use of announcements of births,
short talk on hearing aids and out
marriages and deaths unless
lined a plan for a meeting May 7, for
accompanied by the name of
which the Acousticon Maine Com
the sender.
pany will wire seats with the Acous
•♦••♦••♦••♦•■♦•••'•♦'St
ticon group equipment.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Black and Miss
Mae Burgess called on friends in
Camden Sunday.
Ten members and three children
recently attended the Social Club
The best range that can be made.
when Mrs. Eva Monahan and Mrs.
Trade In Your Old Range
Thelma Borneman entertained at at
Priced from
] the home of the former. On the pro
up
gram were readings by Mrs. Edna
Pay only $1.09 each week if you wish McIntire and Mrs. Georgia Mank;
conundrums Mrs. Edna White. Con
test prizes went to Mrs. White and
ROCKLAND, ME.
j Mrs. McIntire. Refreshments were
llltf 1 served.

Use socony burning oil in your range. It
makes cooking easier because it burns even
ly—without smoke or smudge. And it's pure
—gives more heat. For prompt delivery ...

CALL I 15

$59

Household Soft Coal
Now per ton
Screened Soft Coal
Now per ton
(AU Lumps)

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Burpee Furniture Co.

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.

517 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 487
32-39

Every-Other-Day
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Joseph Soffayer has Joined the
staff of Fireproof Oarage, ln the role
of salesman.

At this time of year comes that In
evitable question: How long ago was
It that we had the big blizzard on
April 2d? It was 49 years ago.

PAINTERS’ HOUR

SHOES FOR YOU AT EASTER

Knights Of the Brush Held
Forth At Thc Thorndike:
Last Night

Senter Cmne Otmpang

The National Lead Company,
A
manufacturers of Dutch Boy Prod
A. 8. Leonard has peas, beets, car
ucts, was host to 100 paint dealers,
rots, spinach planted at City Farm
SOMETHING NEW!
painting contractors and other rep
and lettuce ls already above thc
1
P
p
5
67 Q'9
a o io ii ground.
|
resentative men of the painting in
il
1314 15 16 17 18
dustry from Rockland and surround
19
20II 21 13 24 25
ing towns at The Thorndike last I»
Operating an automobile with last
id
year's number plates cost Carleton
evening
26
2728 29 >0^. \ .)
Allen $19.98 when he appeared be
Are you one of the many who do not always have
Seldom has a more congenial group }
fore Recorder Otis ln Municipal
gathered in this city. Informality I
the ready cash for your immediate purchases? If so,
Court Saturday.
was the watchword wih Mr. Hill!
this NEW BUDGET PLAN is sure to appeal.
i everywhere radiating good fellowship, j
It was real springlsh—almost sum-1
Lack of time prohibits using the
Here is how it works—
COMING NFIGHBORHOOD FVFNT*
names of those who enjoyed the ex- j
merlsh. in fact—yesterday But abide
April 1—Camden— Annual meeting of by our solemn warning not to take
ceptionally
fine
dinner.
It
must
Board of Trade at Y M C A.
Suppose you want a $20 garment. You pay oneApril 2 Republican State Convention off those outside windows and In
| [ suffice to say there were representa
ln Bangor
April 3 (2 to 9 30)—Educational Club side woolens too soon.
tives from Rockland. Camden, Union,
quarter down (or $5.00) and the remainder in ap
meets at Grand Army hall.
Lincolnville, Rockport. Thomaston.
April 5—Palm bundav
proximately eight equal payments. That is all there
Tlte Maine Central's net income
Aug 6-8—Rockport-Carnival-Regatta.
Warren,
Waldoboro.
Friendship
April 6—Shakespeare Society meets at from February operations was con
is to it! Note: There is no carrying charge or inter
The Thorndike.
Tenant's Harbor, Portland and Bos
April 9-10—High School minstrel show siderably below thc corresponding
ton.
est
charge of any kind. You pay only our regular
ln auditorium.
A colorful bonnet, a tailored suit, a mannish
month a year ago, passenger revenue
April 10—Oood Friday
It was the first annual event of Its i
April 11—Llmerock Valley GrTnM having decreased 8 per oent. Freight
price which everyone else pays.
t
topcoat . . . and SMART SHOES. Our stylish
Grange meets with Mcguntlcoc
kind in this city. The meeting was j
Camden
revenue showed a sharp drop.
Footwear
fits
perfectly
into
the
Easter
picture.
conducted by Charles W. Hill and I
April 12—Easter.
Buy your Easter outfit on the NEW BUDGET
April 15-20— Augusta—Maine Metho
John E. Hobbs of the paint promo
dist conference
The March 23 issue of the Camden
Whites,
Blues,
Browns,
Blacks
PLAN.
Call at the Office on thc Third Floor.
tion department of the Boston office J
April 17—Thomaston—"The Smiling
Hills Camp - newspaper "The Saga
Sixpence" by grade pupils.
of
the
National
Lead
Co.
Mr.
Hill
April 27—Musical and dramatic enter
No BUDGET PLAN accounts passed on charges of less than
tainment by the Watson-Doane Co. at more" ls alive with Jokes at the ex
explained that the economy of’
the Universalist vestry.
, , pense of the 200 happy inmates. The
$5 00.
quality
in
painting
jobs
was
one
of
j
May 10—Mothers Day.
b1
June B—Republican National Conven cartoonists evidently worked over
the lessons that many property own-I
tion opens ln Cleveland.
June B-U—Annual convention O.AR. time, and their work is very credit
ers
learned from the depression.
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
able.
June 15—Primary Election.
"During the depression," he con
436
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
June
18—Camden—Whitehall
Inn
tinued. “Many property owners tried
opens
The new cruiser Quincy arrived at
June IB-21—Annual encampment of
to save money by buying 'cheap' ] #&9»*#9*9»iSENTER CRANE COMPANY(JWfliSWi
this
port
Sunday
and
put
ln
a
full
th* Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In this city.
paint
and hiring Inexperienced I
day on tha Rockland course yester
June 26-28—Lewiston—American Le
painters. The result was early paint
gion and allied bodies, hold State con day. She was again on the Job to
Fm-t party tomorrow night with' The Woman's Auxiliary of St. failures and expensive burning off,
ventions
Aug. 2-8—Old Home Week ln Rock day. and with Rockland as a base will Smith's Orchestra of Belfast
Elks Peter's Church will meet In the Un of the old cracked paint surfaces
land.
have her endurance and economy
and their guests Invited.
dercroft Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
when repainting was necessary. This
tests the remainder of the week.
The drum corps will meet at 7.30
extra expense was many times the
Capt. Joe Kemp ls navigating officer
Local members of The National
Pleasant Valley Orange will serve
tonight at Legion hall.
saving on the first cost of these
Union for Social Justice wlll meet a public supper at 6 Friday: Mrs.
'cheap' painting jobs. Painters and
A Vinalhaven boy of 11 years, who
in K of C. hall Thursday at 7.30 p.m. Etta Anderson and Mrs. Hazel BartKing Solomons Temple Chapter,
paint dealers must use advertising
was being taken to the State School
I left hostesses.
RAM will have a convocation ln South Portland last Friday, saw
and proper selling methods to drive
Leroy Patterson, formerly of the
Thursday night.
a train of cars for the first time at
Funeral services for Robert McIn home the lesson of thc depression
Moor Drug Store, is clerking at
the Pleasant street railroad crossing
that it pays to hire a good painter
\ telephone recently installed In Hls amazement was expressed in Sheldon's drug store tn the absence of tosh. who died yesterday, will be held and use quality paint products."
at
the
Russell
Home
Wednesday
at
the proprietor.
the residence of 6. J. Candage la
The program included a Talkie
rather lurid language
2 p m. Pleasant Valley Grange will
numbered 67-J.
“
Ask
Dad He Knows." newspaper
At the Star alleys last night the ' attend In a body.
Through the local Red Cross
and other advertising features to
Auxiliary tc Anderson Camp, meetf
Locals defeated the Clerks 1457 to
Edgar F Cousins, who was in help painters tell thc public the
Wednesday night for business, Circle j Chapter a copy of the United States 1403 Rees and F. Winslow were tied
Oovemment Manual has becn placed
augurated
as mayor of Old Town yes story of quality paint jobs.
supper at 6 and a card party at 2
for high string on 117. but Roes had ,
ln the Public Library for use of the
Mr Hobbs followed with several
terday.
Is
a
son of the late Rev. E M.
p. m., in charge of Mrs. Grace Keller,
high total on 319.
people of this community. This Is a
___
Cousins, formerly of Thomaston, and painting demonstrations showing the
simplified textbook designed to In
-me annual business meeting of
well known in Knox County, where latest trend in Interior and exterior
For initiation purposes, the officers
form every citizen as to government Ladles' Aid for election of officers at one time he was in lhe «« of painting particularly the treatment
of Anderson Auxiliary S. U. V. are
procedure and to make effectively
of the proper painting practice to be
asked to attend Wednesday night's
will be held Wednesday at 5 o'clock ' the Rockland. Thomaston 6i Camden
-available all Federal services, and is
used on shingled houses.
Street
Railway.
He
is
a
graduate
of
meeting.
supper
at Methodist vestry. Circle
revised currently as new legislation
The whole program was designed
Bowdoin
College,
and
ls
in
the
em

will be served at 6 o'clock.
ls passed.
to
assist the painter in getting new
ploy
of
the
Penobscot
Chemical
&
Luther Bickmore and Wendall
me regular business meeting of ' Fibre Co. Success to hls administra business and help speed recovery.
Blackman are at the Bickmore cot
Funeral services for Cassie Sim
Local dealers present were. Rock
tage, Damariscotta Lake, for a few mons. widow of Dexter Simmons, Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 will tion!
land H H. Crie & Co., and W. H
weeks while trying their luck at were held Saturday afternoon at her be held at K P. hall at 7 o'clock to
Seven hundred people crowded Into Glover et Oo ; Camden F M Tib
night. Matters of interest to every
trapping.
late home. 9 Knox street. A large
member of the club wlll be discussed the Baptist Church last night to hear betts & Co., J. H. Hobbs tz Co., J. C.
gathering of -relatives and friends
5 & 10 CENT
5& 10 CENT
It is important that all attend and Evangeli-s<s Ferrln
and Booth Curtis. Frank Thomas Co.; Waldo
Congressman Edward C. Moran.
attended. Miriam Rebekah Lodge at
TO $1.00 STORE
TO $1.00 STORE
Jr., who is attending the State con
learn the facts concerning the in Ninety-nine men under thc leader boro. J. T Gay.
tending ln a body. Rev Arthur Ol
ship of Mr. Booth, sang "The Ninety
vention In Lewiston today, arrived
vestigation.
son of Melrose. Mass.. officiated and
and Nine." a splendid demonstration
here Saturday and spent the week
NEAR $3C00 MARK
i bearers were J. A Jameson. Capt.
£2
that those who heard will not soon
—
end at hls home on Chestnut street
John Bernet. Allan Sawyer and Leforget.
Pastor
MacDonald
announced
He wlll return to Washington di
The Knox County Red Cross
[ roy Gregory. The floral tributes
all campaign expenses met with last
rectly after the convention.
CAMDEN
_____
were many and* beautiful.
Flood Relief Fund ls Still
night's offering. Tonight is “Radio
Night'* and all are asked to take
Growing Interest is being shown in’ Rockiand Lions wlll have a treat
Finlay Calder returned Monday
Growing Rapidly
their favorite hymn to be sung
the mid-week Lenten services belng^al Wednesday noon's luncheon at
from Glasgow. N. 8. where he was
Knox County was within $212 of
conducted in the Universalist vestry7 me Thorndike when _
_
I called by the illness and death of hls
F. Carlton
A full truck load of relief supplies doubling her flood rellef quota when
Xl
by -Rev. John Smith Lowe D. D. Booth will sing and Howard W. Per
1 brother, James Calder.
left Rockland this morning for thc this paper went to press The origi
These services take place each rin will speak Messrs Booth and
Knox Stamp Club meets April 7 at
sufferers ln Lewiston and Rumford nal mark was set at $800 which was
Thursday night at 7:30 and provide Ferrln of Providence regularly broad
!
the
home of Mrs. C. L. Young.
collected by thc Salvation Army- raised to $1800 as the extent of the
an hour's meditation on a Lenten cast over the radio and are heard
Mechanic street.
under auspices of Knox County disaster grew. This morning Knox
thought. All Interested friends will with the Dudley Radio Carolers and
[ Mrs. Annie Billings entertains the
Chapter, Red Cross. A fine piece of County Chapter of the American Red ■
be welcomtd.
As a suitable background for
on "me Mountain Top" hour over
ladles of the Methodist Society Wed
co-operation was turned in by Cam Cross had received $2978.34. .
WNAC and associated stations They
quiet, dignified and reverent serv
nesday at her home on Llmerock
den's
live
wire
fire
department,
The officers and members of Wins
Robert A. Stevenson ............
5 00 I
are at present being heard at the
street.
ice. the Russell Funeral Home is
which
volunteered
its
new
emergencylow-Holbrook Post. American Le
L. E. Jones
.....................
2 00
First Baptist Church, where capacity
truck to carry the load. A large Masonic Dance ...................... 10000
Townsend Club assembles Wed
all lhat one may desire. Use of the
gion unanimously express their ap
houses greeted them Sunday and
supply of bedding was Included for Thomaston Red Cross
preciation and thanks to the Citizens
16 00 i Home is available at all times, and nesday at 7:30 at the K. P. hall. TTie
Monday night. 711 being present last
Lewiston with 1200 garments. 35
5.03 ! Ls but one of the many facilities I meeting will be followed by a beano
of Rockland for their generous re
A Thomaston family
night.
overcoats and 125 pairs of shoes for
Sunday
J party refreshments to be served free.
sponse to the Legion's appeal for
lhat help lo maintain a high stand
Rumford.
, The public Ls invited.
children's and adult's clothing to be
3.64
School ................. -....... —•
me Lions Roar, edited by Parker
ard of service.
distributed in thc flood area of Lew
.50
Mr. and Mrs. Ixirsnus Hatch have
Anonymous.
Thomaston
......
E Worrey, and from thc press of A. We're not srHb.li. We want you to
If you care to save 20% or more on Thomaston B apt 1st Church
iston. A truckload of clothing was
25 00
returned
to Belmont, Mass., after a
W Gregory, informs members of thc
your automobile Insurance Insure Mrs. D. N. Mortland
delivered Saturday morning In Au
5.00
visit with relatives here.
,
local club that Howard Perrin speak xre all thrre ia to see in Eastei
with me in a $3,000,000 company M St. George Chap. Red Cross
5.00
gusta.
Attending thc Democratic convcner and F. C. Booth singer will enter clothing and we're xoggesting you F. Lovejoy. 140 Talbot avenue, tel.
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Cline of
| tion in Lewiston today are: J. Crosby I
35-S tf
me Kiwanians last night listened tain them Wednesday noon. Messrs. shop the rity before making a 1060-J. Rockland.
200
! Hobbs, John P. Leach. J. H Hobbs, I
St. George ............................
TEL. 662
to the interesting story of CapF1 Ferrln and Booth are conducting choice!
1.00
Mrs.
Geneva
Hall.
St
George
J. C. Fish, Ralph W Johnson. Everett
9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
BORN
Johannsen of the Kickapoo outlin special meetings at the First Baptist Remember the models, the pat
Mr. '& Mrs Almon C. Hall
N. Duffy. Rollo M. Gardiner. Stirl
Church.
—
Attention
ls
called
to
to

JEWEt.L At Knox Hospiul. March IS.
ing the hectic work of that sturdy
St. Oeorge ..........................
to Llev.t. Com. and Mrs. R C. Jewel:,
ing W. Hastings, Charles E. King,
terns and the prices .. . then com-night's
basketball
tournament
at
thc
craft in smashing the great Ice jams
a daughter.
Harry
L.
Levenseler
............
Leon Poland and Ernest Herrick
ln the Penobscot and unquestionably High School gym —Team No. 2 Is re here with a mind full of style in
Leonard A. Clark. Friendship
MARRIED
minded
that
It
must
get
a
move
on
If
Tlte annual senior play, to be pre
formation and an oprn mind for
saving huge water damage in the
HOOTEN-QUINN—At Rockland. March J. C Howes. Washington
sented
by Camden High School ln
cities of Bangor and Brewer. Tlif it doesn't wish to pay for those more.
PRINTED STATIONERY
28. William H Hootcn, of McDougnah.
Oa . and Pauline Qutnn, of Rockland. L. E McRae ............................
the Opera House April 17. promises |
skipper also touched on many othqt turkey suppers.—Ralph Nutt and
WILEY-BUROH98 - At
Thomaston. Mrs. Bertha A Bryant. Union
to be a dramatic masterpiece. Re-! that brings a smart gay note to
features in the splendid work rtf Ernest Keywood have the entertain If we lose, wr won't pout. If yoci
March 28. by Rev H S. Kilbom. Employes J B. Pearson Co.,
your letters.
ment
honors
on
their
hands
for
I
don't like our sport backs . . .
hearsals are now ln progress.
Austin J WUey. of Warren, and
mercy and salvage carried on by the
Thomaston .........................
12.49
Edna Mae Burgess of Waldoboro.
April.
Coast Guard, me club voted to hold
The Congregational Sewing Circle
you'll have to admire our sports
Dr. Peaslee ..............................
2.00
100 SINGLE SHEETS
AND
an Ehster Monday ball and devote
will hold an auction sale of cooked
manship.
DIED
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
5.00
After
the
circle
supper
which
Is
the proceeds to charity.
food and handiwork at the Parish
BRYANT—At Washington. March 25, Knox County Hos. Nurses &
50 ENVELOPES
open to the public, to be held at the If wc can't show you more in
Oeorge I. Bryant.
House, April 16, at 2 o'clock.
8
00
'
Employes
ISURGESS
At
Aurora.
III..
M»rch
26.
Thomaston
Baptist
Church
Wednes

these
mirrors
than
you
see
in
any
Established 1840
Good cheer abounded Thursday
or
'Mt. Battle Lodge of Oddfellows
Hatevll P Burgess, a native of War Friend
...................................
10 00 i
ren, aged 81 years.
night at the circle supper of Edwin day, this program will be presented: others, we'll miss our guess . . .
Licensed Embalmrrs and
meets tonight, Tuesday. There will
Pales Circle, Ladies GA R
2.00 j
Attendants
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
Libby Relief Corps, seven member^ Piano solo, "Tarantella," Bennc. and be perfectly willing to miss BENNETT -At Bangor. March 30. frene.
be a rehearsal of the Initiatory de
widow of Samuel Bennett of Appleton, Anderson Camp. S. U. V..
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
of which had their natal annivere Dorothy Havener: prize essay, “Gen
aged
84
years
Funeral
at
the
Metho

gree
and
following
the
work,
refresh

the sale.
50 ENVELOPES
Rockland ............................
5 00 ! EmHy W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
dist Church, Appleton. Thursday at
saries feted in merry mood. Orchesi Henry Khox." Harold Dondis; vocal
ments will be served.
Mrs. Rose White .................
2.00 j
1 o'clock.
duet,
Dorothy
and
Polly
Havener;
How's
that
for
an
Easter
clothing
tral harmony under the direction of
Day or Night Telephone
WHITNEY—At Camden. March 29. Mr. & Mrs. Kennedy Crane ..
The annual rummage sale by the
IO C
James M. Whitney of Rockport, aged
Wyman Fernald meted earnest merit prize essay. ‘‘Mark Twain." Dorothy ad, Mr. Rockland?
49 years. Services at the Russell Mr. & Mrs Henry Keating ..
2.(
Community Hospital Club at "Skip" I
450
Munro.
The
essays
wero
given
Fri

Funeral Home, Rockport, today at 2
to young musicians Including Virgin:^
Epworth League, Methodist
Parsons ls scheduled for Wednesday
Representatives In all large cities
o'clock.
Rackliff, Kenneth Carroll, Marian- day before the Rockland Rotaryin tbe United States and Canada
Gregory
McINTOSH
—
At
Rockland.
March
30.
Church
.............................
5.00
and Thursday.
Robert McIntosh, aged 64 years
Femald. Eleanor Harper, Henry- Club. Miss Munro received first
Allen Dyer, Dwight Lord, Charles'
Services
at
the
RusseU
Funeral
Home
prize
and
Master
Dondis
the
third.
AMBULANCE
Easter Suits and Topcoats
Dodge. Richard Karl and Mary
Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Total
.................................
$2,978.34
’
Lowe.
Richards Hopkins. Lewis Clark
Service is instantly available.
Havener.
Responses to patriotic His paper is of special Interest to
and John Miller returned yesterday to '
from $20 to $35
Experienced
attendants on dutv.
the
residents
of
this
section,
being
a
IN
MEMORIAM
questions were by Doris Ames and
Orono to resume studies at thc U. of
In loving memory of Albert P. Coates
Postage 10c Extra
Lena Rollins, with Eliza Plummer fine portrayal of life and character
Day or Night Telephone
who passed to the higher lKc March 31.
M. after a week's vacation.
Some especially good values in
of
Oen.
Henry
Knox,
founder
of
the
1933.
furnishing a reading. It was voted
Ladies of the G. A. assemble Fri-' • Name and Address on Sheets
450
“Think of him faring on as dear
to contribute $5 and a puff to the? original "Montpelier" of Thomas
Topcoats at $30
In the love ot there as the love of here.
day,
supper to be served at 8 o'clock.
361
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
and Envelopes—or. Monogram
ton.
A Magic Word
Think of him atlll as the same I say.
Red Cross for the relief bf the flood
20-tf
Miss Mae Bills of Castine Normal
on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
He ls not dead—he ls Just away."
sufferers. Beatrice Bowen, Priscilla
Nelly Coates. Mr. and Mrs Herbert
Easter Hats
School faculty is guest of her sister j
Coates.
• Greytone paper in lovely pastel
Smith and Ella Flye make up the
Mrs. Fred T. Gould.
In
a
Magic
Rockport 1933
•
shades of Blue, Ivory, Grey, or
Easter Neckwear
committee for the next session.
Orchid.
.
Easter Gloves
DR. J. H. DAMON
• Printing ln Black, Blue, Violet
Rummage sale, auspices of O.EB..
Ring—
1855
1936
or Brown Ink.
Saturday at Masonic Temple store at
DENTIST
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
inc.
isoetf
9 o'clock. Shopper's lunch, 11 to 1,
By Appointment
Distinctive Memorials in
25 cents —adv.
Waldoboro, Me.
Telephone 415-W

The Budget Plan

TALK OF THE TOWN

SI.93, 5Z.50, 52.98 and 15.00

R. L NUTT SHOE STORE

Our Major Event of The Year

9c SALE 9c
THURS.-FRI.-SAT., APRIL 2-3-4

This Great Store-wide Sale Brings You Savings Galore! Just
Visit Our Store and See What Nine Cents Will Buy

Enamelware, Towels, Hardware, Cutlery, Aluminum Ware, Glass
ware, Toilet Articles, Hosiery, Ties, Stamped Goods, Rayon Un

derwear and Hundreds of Household Necessities.

BARGAINS LITERALLY BY THE HUNDRED

CROCKETT’S

aa

Compare... you’ll

look better on Easter

if you’ll look us over!

SPECIAL SALE!

February and March

Russell Funeral Home

RYTEX
GREYTONE

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

O

W. E. Dornan & Son,

GREGORY’S

Ladies' night, Elks Home, April 1.
Dancing 9 t-o 1. Admission 50c. 38-3

41S MAIN 8T., ROCKLAND, ME.

<39M(
Artistic Memorials in Stone

Advertise

Over Newberry’s 5c * 10c Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Granite and Marble
Thomaston, Me.
East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31

The Courier-Gazette

,WITHIN 'FEW WEEKS

TFie World (BtMoves On!

It wasn’t many years ago
that dairies used large* open
tubs such as the above to hold
your milk, and "Uncle Abner"
delivered it to you in unsani
tary open vessels.

The glass milk bottle Is un
touched by human hands from
the washer to the delivery
wagon. Machines such as that
absve fill and cap the bottles
automatically.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1936
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THE LOITERER

Work Of Business Census
Will (Be Completed —
Strictly Confidential
Spring has come—not on the way.
Clara 8. Overlock

nor Just around the corner, but really
and officially here, and with what a
bang it came—wind. rain, and floods
—a spring long to be remembered.
When has a winter's snow been
known to be entirely gone on March
20 and lawns beginning to show green
blades of grass here in Maine? Coun
try roads as muddy as ln April and
with frost all cut except in few shel
tered places. Birds everywhere; noisy
crows, chickadees and sparrows. An
immense flock of grackles flew over,
every one "grackled” at once and
1 such a noise as they made. The
Scunterer says spring has come, its
"scent" is tn the air I have only to
walk half a mile to And the same sign
but. "distance lends enchantment"
I expect to hear the frogs now at
any time as ice is nearly all out of
small streams and millponds.
This is to be no year for maple
syrup in Shis section of Maine. Warm
weather, no snow, and warm nights
do not make for the sap to run well.
Pussy willows are already shedding
iheir leather coats and the light gray
bark of the poplar le beginning to
j look green Ere long its dainty green
I ltaves will be seen, and by the way
’ these same poplar leaves always turn
their back to the sky when It rains
Did ycu ever notice them, Bose?
A nature lover is usually a good
p-ognostlcator of the weather as there
are never falling signs if one only
notices them. Thoreau says:

Today the sterile, sparkling
glass bottle protects the purity
of your milk and the health of your family.
You can see the quality of the milk and
the amount of cream in the glass bottle.
Sterilization makes the glass bottles
chemically clean and no germs can lodge

“The Census of Business is pro
gressing very well, and we expect to
complete our work within the next
few weeks," writes the District Su
pervisor in Lewiston.
"As explained in a previous state
ment. the information obtained a
absolutely confidential and. as soon
as received at this office, is passed
along to Washington to be tabulat
ed. The figures, after they have
been tabulated, wilt provide a picture of tlie number of establishments.. !
value of manufactures, employment '
wages, power, and other facts needed ,
both by manufacturers and by the
Government. The scope is essen
tially the same as that of previous
Censuses of Manufactures: only one
major inquiry—power equipment and
fuel consumption—has been added to
the 1933 items. Every effort has ‘
been made to simplify questions j
and instructions and at the same ,
time provide the most essential data
The Information is to be used for I
statistical purposes.
"In order to make this Census a
success, lt is very essential that all
of the merchants and manufacturers
co-operate with us. At present we
And that many have been held up.
due to the fact that their Inventory
could not be completed until the
middle of March.
"We would appreciate lt greatly. If
these merchants would now supply
us with their reports, so that we may
"The brooks sing carols tnd gless to the complete our work in this district as
spring The sinking sound of melting
snow is heard ln til dells, tnd the Ice promptly as possible."

Union High School for the produc
UNION
tion of the three act farce. "The
The well-babv clinic will be held in Meddlesome Maid" to be given some
the Methodigt vestry Thursday aft time next month for the benefit of
the junior class of the high school
ernoon.
and the athletic association. The
Miss Edith Hawes entertained Mrs
cast contains. Willard Howard as
Ralph Starrett, Mrs. William Thomas Robert White; Madeline Gorden as
and Mrs. David Wilcox at monopoly Dolly Darling his fiance; Henry
I Simmons as Charlie Winthrop,
and dinner Friday afternoon.
Miss Dorothy Barker is home from friend of Robert; Betty Rich as
Margaret Winthrop, his wife; Bur
Naason Institute for the spring vaca
nell Parris as Carlyle Howard, a
tion Miss Ruth Barker was horn? i salesman; Philip Crabtree as Sam
from Portland over the weekend.
Bryant a chauffeur; Virginia Howe
Mrs. Archie Smith and family have as Edna Powell, a maid; Hazel Kirkmoved to Eastport.
l Patrick as Mrs. Fraser, friend of Sam
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton mo ' the chauffeur; Pauline Youn g as
tored to Portland Sunday where they I Mrs. Rita Oriffin. a young wife;
met their son (Philip coming from Rudolph Hesselgren as Richard
Brown University to spend Easter va- 5 O'Neil, a plain clothesman
Mr. and Mrs William Thomas and
ertion at his home.
Rehearsals are ln progress at Mrs David Wilcox spent the weekend

ir. Biddeford. Mrs Wilcox remains
with her parents in that city.

Mr. and Mrs John Oray of Thom
aston were Sunday guests of Mrs
Mary Clark.

W S Counce and Mr and Mrs
Ralph Thqrndlke and son. Ralph. Jr.,
of West Rockport, called on Mrs Bertha Bryant Sunday.

SNAPSHOTS

NEW SAFE DRIVING CLUB
SWEEPS COUNTRY—"NOT dVER
60" CLUB, new safety organisation for
motorists, wins pledges ot thousand*
to drive more slowly and safely.
Club’s sponsor, the Lumbermens
Mutual Casualty Company of Chlolfers speedometer and win
dow stickers to all
who request them.

70

(T >361 Wl

NO WONDER FA
THER IS PROUD—
Champion
White
Fang Is one of the
biggest Samoyeds In
England. He recent
ly became the father
of these puppies.

ONLY
SOLDIER WILL NOT
FIGHT—The tiniest Monar
chy In the eenter of Europe
has notified the League of
Nations that It «III remain
neutraL The only soldier In
the country—Andreas Kleber
—is a veteran survivor of a
LICHTENSTEIN’S

contest te discover the oldest Chevrolet In aeunearthed several thousand Chevrolet* more
years old. Above Is shown the winner, Hiram
H. Dohner, 70, ef Quentin, Pa. He drove hla
ItiS Royal Mail roadster over 260,000 miles.

dissolves apart In the ponds We csn
never h-.ve wiougii of Nature '

N C C. 3

Washington March 28

VINALHAVEN

Cleanliness In your milk sup
ply starts with beautiful barns
like these, and ends with the
milk in your home in sanitary
glass bottles.

OUR OWN

THE HOME GARDEN
Timrly Information For Home
Gardeners Prepared By Mem
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
versity Of Maine—So. 1

A public bridge and “63" party will
be held ln Odd Fellows' hall tonight
Tuesday.
Elwood Sails is home for the Easter
Experience has shown that a
recess from the Brooks school wher» «art*n °f ™ qU‘rt*r
ned and cared for. will in ordinary
he Is teaching.
seasons provide fresh vegetables
Mary Neilson and Ernestine Carver throughout the growing season for
returned Saturday from a few (lays g famUy of fjw with a surphls for
visit in Rockland
canning and storing says Miss Leone
Mrs Ray Philbrook was hostess Dakin. Extension foods specialist.
Wednesday night to the Bconorm University of Maine
Club at her home
The green and yellow colored
M E Williams has returned from vegetables l-.ave an important place
New York and is guest of his father in the garden plans, and plenty of
Peter Williams.
space should be allowed for leafy
Mrs Harry Coombs and Mrs. Her- greens, peas, string beans, cabbage,
bert Patrick entertained Friday night carrots, rutabagas and squash,
at the home of the latter in honor of
On the vegetable and fruit budget
Mrs Oscar Waterman of North Ha- I recommended by the Extension
ven. First honors at cards went to 8ervice, 16 tomato plants are recomMrs. Joseph Hutchinson, second to ! mended for each person In the famiMrs Max Conway with guest prize ly. Mrs. George Weston of Litchto Mrs Waterman
Lunch was field more than meets this requireserved
ment for tomatoes. Last year she
Charles Chilles has returned from canned over 100 quarts besides those
a business trip to Boston.
she used fresh from the garden. She
An all day session of Red Crass is plans to plant and can even more
1 called for tomorrow at Union Church this year, because her home canned
vestry.
j tomatoes were used up by March 1st.
■nlt Buddies met 8unday with Mr.
Lettuce, asparagus, com, beets,
j and Mrs Charles Boman
onions, parsnips, celery, cucumbers,

The national home lighting shew In Chicago demon
strated how science rubbed Its own magic Alladln's
lamp and evolved modern kerosene mantle lamps,
chief dependance of rural homes as well as many
'city homes. The modem lamp Is virtually aa efficient
as sun light. Mary Smith holds an ancient model
and compares It with two new ones.

TRAINING —Left

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZIlJ
DCN GOSSIP

PETER HENDERSON

Annuals
AN ANNUAL Is a plant that
germinates from seed. Grows
to maturity. Seeds and dies.
All In tbe course of a single
year.
esse
ANNUALS BEING fast growing
plants, do best in rich ground.
Being shallow-rooted. they like
their plant food—and plenty of
tt—near the top.

Mr. and Mrs. H E. Mank of WaldoMrs Jennie Patterson is home and other vegetables will add variety
s • s s
bero attended church here 8unday from Rockland where she spent the ! and Interest as well as food value to
THE SPRING FLOWER shows
winter with her daughter Mrs meals from the garden.
give you a splendid opportunity
and called on old neighbors.
Charles Schofield
j A family needs two vegetables a
to decide wbat annuals to plant.
Mrs. Melinda Cunningham has sold
Most of the flowers that are
Mr and Mrs D H Daggett have day besides potatoes, with tomatoes
her place here to Mrs. Edith Cam
shown will be annuals.
at least four times a week, and a
returned from Massachusetts.
a a a a
eron and bought a place at South
Frederick Jones of Belfast and C. green or yellow vegetable every day.
IN TRANSPLANTING seedlings
Liberty.
S. Roberta of Rockland were in town To meet those requirements careful
to outdoors, be sure and firm
Mrs Leona Flint and daughter QVW the wcekend
I planning is necessary to provide
tbe soil well. More young plants
Virginia of Rockland called on Union
die off from lack of proper firm
Union Church Circle will meet1 amounts of vegetables adequate for
friends the past week.
ing than from any other cause,
Thursday baked bean supper to be canning, storing, and serving fresh
sometimes we are inclined to
Mrs Abbie Burgess called on friends served at 5 30
during the growing season.
believe we can almost say from
at the Common the past week, her
Washington Club assembled SaturThe vegetable and fruit budget
all other causes.
first visit since last fall, and friends day night with Mrs. Lora Hardison. | available by writing to the Exten• • • a
j were delighted to welcome her.
The county agent will visit the | slon Service. University of Maine,
SOW SALVIA late so that they
will come to flower In the early
Ranking students of honor for the Willing Workers 4-H Boys' Club enables one to figure out how much
fall. Their flaming scarlet is
seed is necessary for each vegetable,
i last quarter: In the senior class with April 9 instead of April 2.
too hot looking for July and
90 and above. I Abbott; D Carroll.
Ladies of the GAR meet Friday how many feet of row to plant, and
August to be appreciated for
how much to can and store for the
P Hannan. Jr.. McEdwards. C. Rob- night.
their full value.
family.
• • • •
I bins. E Robbins. M. Rolfe; with 80
MOST ANNUALS may be sown
and above. A. Hart. B Simmons. F.
CLARRY
HILL
I Williams.
out of doors as soon as danger
A MAINE PICNIC
of frost is past. An old fash
Mrs
Emma
Jackson
returned
to
In the Junior class with 90 and
ioned rule is to plant when the
It Was Held Down In Safety Harbor
above. M Butler V Howe. E. Rnitta. her home here Saturday after spend
first leaves come on tbe maple
—Knox County Represented
ing
the
winter
at
the
home
of
her
B Rich, S. Morton; with 80 or above.
trees.
a a a a
M Alley. H Bowley. D. Esancy. M son in Massachusetts
Prank Dolham is the guest of his
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to! IN PREPARING tbe soil for tbe
Gorden.
sister. Mrs. Annie Miller for a few Mrs. R. S. Andrews for a copy of the
flats with which to start your
In the sophomore class, with 90 or
weeks
Safety Harbor iFla.i Herald in which, seeds screen it carefully, using a
above, E. Carver, E. Gleason, M.
Miss Dorothy Clarry spent the is found the following notice of a I coarse screen at the bottom
and the very fine at the top.
Hannan. E. Simmons; with 80 and weekend with friends in Jefferson.
Maine picnic held recently at that
Cover the seed with soil
above. S. Abbott. C. Chandler. E.
W. J Smith and Walter Peyler resort:
screened through the regular
Goff. R. Howe, L. Newbert, A. Young, made a business trip to Rockland
•The Knox County Maine people , screen.
i D. Young, P. Young.
a a a •
who are wintering at St. Petersburg '
' last Saturday.
Students in the freshman class
Frank Jameson has returned to his were visitors at the Maine Court yes- J WATER THE seeds In your
flats through a piece of coarse
with the rank of 80 or above: B Aho. J f,orne ^ere after spending the win- terday for their annual picnic. After
burlap. This will prevent wash
P. Crabtree. A. Farris, A Layr. A. ter jn Rockland. It seems good to a bountiful feast the afternoon was
Lermond. H Mitchell, E. Niemi, G. see the old neighbors return home. spent with games including shuffle,j ing tbe soil from above them,
and will give the needed mois
Rolfe. M. Smith. L. Williams; <there
Herbert Tibbetts called on friends croquet, cards and fancy work. The
ture.
were none with 90 or above in this in Union Thursday.
• • • •
day was perfect and a good time en
MARIGOLDS are always desir
class).
John Burns, who has been spend joyed by all. Those present were
able and they are persistent In
Union High will compete In the ing a 10 days' vacation with his par Mr and Mrs. A. M. Moody. Mr. and
bloom right up to frost. The
! University of Maine scholarship ex ents returns to the U. of M. next Mrs A. B. Allen, Mr. and Mrs H. W.
new Golden Eaglet is particu
aminations to be given April 6.
Thorndike, Mr and Mrs. H B. Bowes,
Monday
larly attractive. It has been
Photo Graco Gioo
Mrs Eva Robbins spent Thursday Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, all of Rock
approved by the Girl Scouts of
Tliere is a mystery in Union.
UPSETTING OL.1) THEORIES
America.
What did the members of Storer- ir Waldoboro the guest of her sister, land; Willard Moody. Nobleboro; Mr.
a • a a
During the time the officers are at
and Mrs. Charles Hoyt, South Union;
• NOW and ships are not the usual
Collins Post American Legion have Mrs. Alma Lamont.
MASSED
PETUNIAS are al
' setting for polo mallets—nor are sea the ponies are stabled and cared
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of Rockland Mrs. Inez B. Hills, Norway; Mr. and
for their ten cent supper at their last
ways attractive. The seed is
leso sea-riding polj players the fby ;heir former owners vho hire
Is
visiting
friends
here
for
a
few
Mrs. Howard Hagar. Bingham; Mrs.
meeting held Tuesday evening of last
very fine and should be mixed
sual type. They are officers of the them out to Chilean players, using
Orel Davies. Rockland; W. A. Moody,
week? Tlie men had plenty of good weeks.
ln snnd when sown broadcast.
anta Lucia—the Hrs officers of an the proceeds to defray feed and stall
The people are trying to burn Nobleboro; G. W. Hall, Rockland,
wholesome food that evening and
:ean liner to have a regular polo bills. All the equipment, however,
another supper of the same kind will their land over for blueberries The Miss Cora Hall, Rockland; Miss Besse
am. Recently in Valparaiso which
Reed, Waldoboro; D. B. Pipkin, Safe
proceed the regular meeting. April 28 ground is too wet at present.
ley visit regularly on their run members of the .earn take on board
•om New York to South America’s with them and it is a source of In
Justus Colby of Brockton, Mass., ty Harbor, Fla.; Mrs. Jane N. An
,'est Coast, these officers pur- nocent wonderment to veteran fore
returned home last Sunday.
drews, Warren, and Safety Harbor."
APPLETON
hased some of the best low-goal mast hands.
Polo, one of the two or three most
olo ponies in this hemisphere. And
Soybean acreage rose from two
Irene Bennett, widow of Samuel
Soybeans are used ln making paint,
ow they spend their Valparaiso popular sports in Chile, requires
Bennett of Appleton, died in hospital million acres in 1924 to nearly five glue, printers ink, linoleum, Insec
lore leaves on he polo field—thus much less money than here in the
at Bangor yesterday aged 84 years. million last year. Last year's crop ticides, plasters, glycerine, flour, 2?
laproving the theory that the sea- United States—playable ponies are
oing brotherhood spends its free cheap and men with limited incomes
Funeral in Methodist Church, Apple- amounted to more than forty million breakfast food, livestock feed and
mo rowing round city parks.
can and do play regularly,
ton Thursday at 1 o'clock.
other products.
bushels.

Traveling Around America

CUBS
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HORIZONTAL
1-Giant having a hun
dred eyea(Gr. Myth)
4-Rescued
7- lnto
8- Taste
10- Soft food for babes
11- Bone (Lat.)
13-Apparatus for
weighing air
16- Augment
17- Man'a name
18- Speck
20-To the inside of
22- Mineral spring
23- Make a misstep
25- Little island in
inland waters
26- Girl's name
28- Unit
29- Plural of penny
32-A singing voice (pi.)
35- Wanta
36-Crawl
37- lncreaaed
39-To care for
41- High priest (Bible)
42- Howls
45-Head covering
47-Twisted

1,

57

5b

to

bl
r

Mb

50

S3

52

L_

M3

W 39

M9

55
59

IX

'9
i3
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35

56

16

2b

MJ

It

i5

17

il

29

1

14
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20

1

5

i ,4

9

8
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pH
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
49- Gressy meadow
14- A tree
50- Ventilatea
15- Decay
18- Assiating
51- Aperture
53- Seminary (abbr.)
19- A transport-ship
21-Pinch
54- High mountain
55- One who accepta a 24-lnaurance (abbr.)
26-A simpleton (Prov.
gift
Eng.)
58-Perform
'27-Talea
60- Part of the foot
61- Part of verb "To be" 30- Boy's name
31- A letter
62- Exiata
33- A Roumanian coin
63- Cook in an oven
34Territory (abbr.)
|
64- Cognizant
37- A beverage
. |
38- Slumber
j
VERTICAL
l40-Organ of body
' ,

1- lndefinite article
2- Employed
3-A title
4- Perched
5- lmitated
6- Act
7- Country in Asia
9-To hold balanced
10-Pertaining to
punishment
12- Mold
13- Bustle

41-Receded
43-Girl’e name
44- Female demon
(Class Myth)
46-A Russian title (pi.)
48-Sailor
50-High (Mua.)
)
52-Fondles
54-1 n a new way
56- Small movable bed
57- Epoch
59-ConJunction
62-That ia (Lat. abbr.)

(Solution to previous puzsle)

SOUTH WARREN
S. J. Hyler of Cushing has been
employed carpentering at the home
of K. C. Fales the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levenseler and
Mrs. Rosa Copeland of Rockland,
called Sunday on relatives here.

Mrs. Rose Marshall was guest1
Wednesday of her daughter Mrs ’
Georgia Burns.
Mrs. Jennie Harvey who has been
visiting Mrs. Ada Spear for several
weeks, has returned to Rockland.
Mrs. Lizette Jordan spent the
weekend at the home of her son Rod
ney ln Thomaston. Mrs. Jordan la.
Improving from her recent illness,
1

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1936
a lunch of sandwiches, cake and j
cocoa at lhe Leaders Conference to
Mrs. Medora Perry has returned be held in Baptist Church. Miss
from Malden. Mass., where she has Ruth Clark, county leader, was pres
been passing several weeks. She was ent and gave a short talk including
accompanied by Mrs. Nelson Thomp an Interesting explanation of the
sewing prcicct. The annual judging
son.
Oeorge Kuhn, a student at Brown contest was held.
University, is at home for the Easter j Mr. ant* Mrs. William Johnson and
vacation.
j son RalPh wvre visitors at Rockland j
Mrs W H. Crowell was hostess at j C“Y Farm
WALDOBORO

STAR

THEATRE
Waldoboro

SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, MARCH

31

“Captain Bkod”
ERROL FLYNN and
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

SWAN'S ISLAND

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

THURSDAY, APRIL 2

the Monday evening meeting of the j
Bridge Club. Two tables were in
ixOCKROR T
play
and
refreshments
served.
I
-----PRESTON FOSTER
Mrs. Gilbert Crowell of Damaris
Mrs. Ralph Blakely left Saturdayj
and JANE WYATT
cotta Mills passed the week end with lo join Mr. Blakely at Eastport where i
they w’ill make their home
She
SATURDAY, APRIL 1
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Mrs B. G. Miller was guest soloist made the trip with Mr. and Mrs. j
“Call of the Prairie”
at the District meeting of the Legion Elmo Crozier of Rockland, who re
WILLIAM BOYD and
Auxiliary held in the Library in turned that night.
JIMMY ELLISON Wiscasset Saturday.
Mrs. Callie Morrill of Spruce Head
Miss Ma. torie Hall of Jefferson has was guest Friday of Mrs. Delora]
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
bcen visiting Miss Dorothy Crawell. Morrill, Russell Avenue.
News and Comedy Each Shorr
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy. Miss Dorothy J
CliesU-r Morris, Lewis Stone and Walter Brennan, three “Bad Men" who
SPECIAL—S10 given away earh
Lovejoy.
Mrs. Martha Benner and | Maynard C. Ingraham. William J
Saturday night in three prizes
sacrifice their lives lo save the life of a tiny child, forms the core of thr dra
Ingraham
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
38-33 Albee Sidellnger were in Portland J Ingraham motored to Fairfield Sun matic new pirturr, "The Three Godfathers." Tbe production, filmed on lo
la'i week.
day to visit Miss Arlene Ingraham. ration in the Mojave Desert, is based on Peter B. Kyne's widely-read novel
Carroll T. Cooney of Brooklyn, N. j
They also visited at the home of of the same name.—adv.
NORTH WARREN
Y. passed the weekend at his home
Mr. and Mrs. B Harold Cates at
! here.
Martin Kohlinen returned home
o{
Hatx;h East Vassalboro. where they were
Friends of Arthur
Friday from Knox Hospital.
S
here ,G.„ Hatch,
..wur. olned by Mr. and Mrs Herbert
i known familiarly here as "Will
Mrs. Charles Erickson and Mr uw sadd,„led l0 hear of his
1 ^aham and fan,'lv rf ^owhegan.
were saddened to hear of his death
Donald Kennlston were lecent call- at Thomson He has spoken many
Work was started Monda>’ ’norn"
ers at the home of Mrs Charles tlme, lk,1(,It local organUatlon, and in« aboul llle cotta«es located °n,
Winchenbach in Thomaston.
V
rented old acquaintances in this Rockport's waterfront owned by Mrs.
This part of the town is again open towr. where he was born.
'VIary L011*5* 8011
to traffic
Water has disappearedjjy an , rror j„ the town report j The
Ballard Business School refrom the
Fuller Woods road and Mrs Sadie M. Levensaler was credited 'Umed sessions Monday morning
bridges have bcen repaired. While with receiving several sums of money Mter a week's vacation.
there yet
remains an occasional which rlghllully should have been Miss Cora Whitney has returned
mud hole, these too are receiving at- placed on the account of anotherfrom Vinalhaven where she visited
tentlon
relatives the past week.
person.
The Sunny Side Up 4-H Club held
. hesley ?t ips who hru
NOTICE TO MAINERS
its 14th meeting at the home ol the spending a week's vacation with hls
local leader, Mrs Celia Oldls. The parents, Mr and Mrs Ralph Cripps.
Johns Bay—Pemaquid Ledge Buoy meeting was open by the club pledge 1 returned Monday to University of
reported not visible March 24 Mav and roti call followed by the usual Maine to resume hls studies
be caught down.
reports. Tians were made for serving Thf Twentieth Century club met

“We’re Only Human”

THURSDAY

’ plenty of help to see you through a meal served according to the
rules laid down by the etiquetft book. But when you must be a busy
cook, skillful waitress, and charmin': hostess all in one—as so many
of us do these days—then even a simple company dinner requires some
organization and executive ability. An attractive table and a dinner
served with distinction are possible by modifying a few of the more
formal rules of service to suit our own purpose, even though we do
have to manage all the details ourselves. Such a dinner should be
fairly aimple with no more thgp three courses to permit easy service.
With this menu your guest dinner will be a smooth success:
Corrififiny Dinner

'

Tomato Juice Cocktail
Crisp Crackers
Stuffed Spanish Olives
Preserved Sweet Gherkins
Stuffed Pork Qjops* or City Chicken*
Sweet Potato Puffs*
Buttered Broccoli
Head Lettuce Salad with French Dressing
Upside Down Jelly Pecan "Cake*
Coffee

Stuffed Pork Chops—Cut a pocket
in each of 6 double pork chops.
Make a dressing of 2 cups bread
crumbs; 4 tablespoons butter, melt
ed; 1 small onion, minced;
tea
spoon Worcestershire Sauce; U tea
spoon salt gnd a dash of pepper.
Place dressing in the pocket of the
chops. Brown and place in roast
ing pan, covering with sauce made
by combining 114 cups water and ,1
tablespoons Tomato Ketchup. Bake
in a hot oven (400° F.) for about
45 minutes, basting frequently.
City Chicken—Cut 1 lb. veal cut
let and 1 lb. pork into one inch
squares or have this done when you
purchase the meat. Sprinkle with
1 teaspoon salt, % teaspoon pepper
and 1 teaspoon onion juice. In
sert wooden skewers in centers of
pieces of meat, alternating the veal
and pork and using six pieces on
each skewer. Skewers may be se
cured at your meat market. With
Angers, mold the meat into drum
stick shapes, then dip into 1 egg,
well beaten and then into
cup
finely crushed Rice Flakes, or fine
bread crumbs. Brown carefully in
3 tablespoons hot fat, then pour ’ j
cup hot water around meat. Cover
and bake in a moderate oven
(375° F.) for 45 minutes. Then
blend 2 tablespoons flour witli 1
medium can Cream of Mushroom
Soup and pour over meat Continue
baking, uncovered, for 15 minutes.
Serve with Mushroom Sauce re
maining in skillet.
Sweet Potato Puffs—To 2 cups
cold cooked mashed sweet potatoes
(leftover baked sweet potatoes may
be used), add 1 egg yolk, 'i tea
spoon salt, and 2 tablespoons but
ter, Mix thoroughly and divide into
six portions. Flatten each portion
as in making potato cakes, place one
marshmallow in center of each, and
pull potatoes up around them so
they are completely hidden. Crush
2 cups Rice Flakes very fine with a
rolling pin and add them to 4 table
spoons butter, melted. Roll bails in
the buttered Rice Flakes and place
on a buttered cooky sheet. Bake in
hot oven (400° F.) for 10 minutes.

RATESi

By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
Director, Helm Food Institute

Upside Down Jelly Pecan Cake—
Lining: Melt 2 tablespoons but
ter in an oblong pan (12x8x2") and
grease the sides of pan with a small
amount of it. Beat ’4 glass Cur
rant Jelly with fork until very
smooth, then blend with ’4 cup
sugar and spread evenly over bot
tom of pan. Arrange 4 dozen whole
pecan meats '4 inch apart in rows.
Pour in batter and spread evenly.
Bake in a moderate oven (350° F.)
45 minutes. Turn out of pan while
hot. Serve warm with whipped
cream or vanilla sauce.
Cake Latter: Cream ’,4 cup but
ter, add % cup sugar gradually and
cream together well. Add 2 eggs,
one at a time, beating thoroughly
after addition of each until light
and fluffy. Sift together 1(4 cups
pastry flour (sifted once before
measuring), 2 teaspoons baking
powder, and >4 teaspoon salt and
add to butter mixture alternately
with T4 cup milk. One-half teaspoon
vanilla may be added, if desired.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

au «OOM4 WfTS »AT1

wMkfy rstSI

500RoOMJ
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB’’.SHOWER

*<

TRAIN-1./... ROOM”

BROWN LABEL
High quality, low price

RED LABEL
America's finest quality

"SALADA
”
TEA

Mrs. George Wallace

207

The remains of Mrs. Oeorge Wal
lace were brought here Saturday for
burial. She was a native of this
place but had been living in Bath foe
19 years Mrs Wallace had been ill
for several months.
"Gertie" as every one knew her.

and Mrs. Erland Qu.nn. son and
daughter. Mrs Hattie Quinn. Myrtle
-----Greenlaw. Alice Woodman, Marian
Miss Marian Howard is at home Howard. Mr and Mrs Clifford Quinn,
From North Haven for a week's visit Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn, Mrs.
with her parents, Mr and Mrs EdAbbie Gove and sons Andrew and
ward Howard.
Eugene.
p,ancis Beckman of Vinalhaven is
guest of his sister Mrs james Quinn
dtiritig the school vacation,
EAGLE

I
I
I
j

made an annual visit here every ,
summer with her aged father
who
lives
in
Atlantic.
Besides her husband, she leaves her
father John 8tanley, a sister Mrs I
Olive Walker of Rockland and a
daughter Oertrude. Funeral serv
ices were ln Bath Saturday morning
and burial Sunday afternoon in the'
family lot in the Methodist cemetery
The deceased was 54 years old and a
member ol the Advent Christian
Church ln Minturn, also of the East
ern Star and Rebekahs
:

WAKE UR YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Miss Myrtle Oreenlaw and Alice
Woodman have returned to North
Haven after a few days’ visit with
Marian Howard.

Wilhaul Calamtl-AM TmH Juny Out .f

MARCH 30—APRIL

BeW «

the Morning Ririn' It Co

Mr. and Mrs Clifford Quinn and
Mr and Mrs James Quinn passed
Monday ln Vinalhaven.
At a birthday party recently arranged at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Edward Howard in honor of the latA bottle no bigger than a nian's ter's anniversary, refreshments were
little finger would hold about a mil served and monopoly and "83'
played. Those present were: Mr.
lion newly born oysters.

Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
. Ada Libby. Amesbury Hill for Its
1 annual business meeting. There was
a large attendance. Officers elected
for the ensuing year, were: President.
Lionel Barrymore and Eric Linden, uho recently scored an outstanding
Mrs. Christine Currier; vice presi triumph as the father and son of “Ah Wilderne^!” are reunited in “Tlie
dent. Mrs. Alice Gardner; secretary
Voice of Bugle Ann.” Together with Maureen O'Sullivan they form the prin
and treasurer. Miss Mabel Pottlecipals of a tensely dramatic story bated on an actual occurrence—the story
Executive committee. Miss Elsie
of a Missouri farmer who killed his neighbor to avenge the death of a dog.
j Lane, chairman. Mrs. Rena Carroll
The r.ew picture is hailed as the greatest tribute to the dog as a friend of
Mrs Nellie Morton; entertainment.
n.an ever to be brought to the screen.—adv.
Mrs Mildred Putnam. Mrs. Nellie
•zmp'
Magune. Miss Marion Weidman;
FRIENDSHIP
WASHINGTON
■ picnic. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes Mrs
Effie Veazie. This was the final
Mrs. Sidney Humes is doing nicely
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wotton and
! scheduled meeting before the spring
following an operation ln a Por.land children were recent guests of his
1 and summer recess but the retiring
hospital.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton.
j president, Mrs Putnam has invited
Mrs Maud Overlock has opened
Miss Eleanor Thibodeau who has
i the club to meet with her next Fri
her home for the summer.
' bien visiting her aunt. Mrs. Alton
day afternoon for a special meeting
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Cunnlnghairi1 Winchenpaw of West Waldoboro, has
With a desire to do their part to- were Ro;;kbnd vl,itors iast week
jeturaed home.
,
ward the Red Cross fund Maynard
At the last meeting of Evening
Rachel and Leonard Stetson who
, and Nancy Ingraham, children of star Granxe a Harvest Feast wa
have been spending two weeks' vaca
I Mr. and Mrs Maynard Ingraham, served ln honor of Its six new memtion with relatives in Thomaston, have
' conceived the idea of giving an inreturned home.
door circus, and turning over the
The Sunday School is rehearsing
Orris Cook still continues in ill
receipts for that purpose The idea for an Easter Concert to be presentej
j health.
i once started continued to grow and at the Methodist Church.
! the children began to work in eamMr and Mrs. M E Highlands of [ Clayton Oliver of Thomaston was
l est. The date was set for last Sat the faculty of the University of^a UMkend vb:tor at hb hWne'
urday night from 6 to 7 and when Maine were calling on relatives in I Mrs. FJelora A., widow of Melvin
that hour arrived lt found 40 adults
Week.
Simmons, died at her home here Frl[ and children, who had paid the 2c
j^rs Alonzo Hanson has returned ' da>' evening. Funeral services were
; admission, gathered at Ingraham's from the Damariscotta Hospital
at ber home Monday.
barn to see the fun. The details of
improved in health,
Mrs. Dwight Wotton and two chilstaging the affair had been carefully
....
i dren. Mrs. Allison Wotton and Mrs.
worked out and a program featuring
i Wardell MacFarland and son El
the children ln the neighborhood, in
g
an
bridge motored to Damariscotta Wedsolos tap dances, acrobatic stunts, <Fhe many friends of George L
! uesday of last week and were guests
etc. was well carried out. Those Br>'ant uere saddened by his death
of Mrs. Jonoh D Morse.
{taking part were: Charles Weed, "hich occurred at his home in
The Ladies' Aid and the Baptist
Thedessa Weed Nancy Ingraham. Washington March 25. The deceased
Sewing
Circle enjoyed an all-day ses
Mary Hawkins Nell Brown. Gerald »'as born ln Washington, the son of
Richards. Marjorie Noves. Allegro John F and Marcia 'Hager) Bryant. sion with the South Waldoboro Union
Noyes, Kenneth Marston. Herbert He « survived by his widow and four Alb Wednesday of last week. A boun
Wellman and Maynard Ingraham ,lsters. Mrs. F. W. Achorn of Biloxi. tiful dinner was served at noon. In
Helen Marston and Joyce Hawkins Miss.. Mrs w E Lightle of North the afternoon a program was present
were in charge of the tickets; The- Berwick, and Mrs L. H. Stevens and ed. musical and vocal selections and
I dessa Weed, candy and Maurice Mrs. W. F. Hatch of Washington. readings which were enjoyed. The
) Marston, program. On counting the Funera' services were held at his Methodist Aid will meet this Wed
nesday afternoon with the president.
pennies at the close the children residence Saturday.
Gertrude Oliver.
found they had netted $4 02 which
....
Mrs Eugene Brown and Mrs. Harry
was immediately turned over to the
Republican Caucus
Red Cross committee.
A good attendance of party mem- Brown were callers Thursday at the
• • • •
bers Friday afternoon at the Repub- heme of Frank Geyer.
Mrs. Ellis Lawry who is confined
Jrnifs Whitney
lican caucus in Town House elected
James Whltnev. 49. a World War 10 serve as town commitee for two to her home by Illness, is gaining
veteran died about 6 oclock Sunday years: Robert Linscott. chairman: slowly.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver was supper
morning at Community Hospital clifton Leikher vice chairman: Nina
where he was taken Saturday night Johnston, secretary; Ralph Calkins guest of Mrs. Eva Mooers Thursday
The Methodist choir met at the
after being struck by an automobile treasurer Percival Pierpont served
driven by Miss Hazel Witherspoon of
moderator and Robert L. Linscott home of Betty Winchenpaw Thursday |
evening for rehearsal. A pleasant
Camden, at about 8 30 p m Mr was clerk
Whitney was walking from Camden
Delegates chosen for the State and evening was passed and refreshments:
'
to Rockport and was near the arch , District Conventions to take place were served.
The town schools opened again'
on the town line when the accident! APril 2 wpre Pereival Pierpont and
occurred. Miss Witherspoon, who H 8 Kaler. Horace Moore and Monday after two weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Emerson Simmons who has,
said the man suddenly stepped di- J Jesse Linscott were elected as alterrectly in front of the car. called the | nates Th' town committee corn- been confined to her home by illness,!
new first aid ambulance and he was prlses: Archie Hibbert. Sanford is slightly improved.
E. A. Burns leaves for Bangor j
rushed to the hospital where it was Car8ill
Jesse Linscott. Murdick
found that one leg was broken, and Creamer Horace Moore. Earl Boyn- Thursday as a delegate to the Re- (
Mr.
that he had received cuts about the ^n- F W. Cunningham. Delbert publican State convention.
head and internal injuries.
Clarence Hibbert. Ida Hatch Burns is a prominent business man of j
Mr. Whitney was tno youngest son Clara Overlock. Nellie Lincoln. Mar- this town, and active in town affairs.]
of the late Merritt A. and Coro garet Calkins. Samuel Kennedy and
J Whitney and had always resided in Lilia Pierpont.
SOUTH HOPE
' Rockport. At the time of his death
At its regular meeting March 25,
he was employed as a WPA worker.
ATLANTIC
South Hope Grange elected to honor
Surviving are a widow three chil
A Red Cross social and dance for ary life membership Sister Abbie
dren. four step-children and a
the
aid of flood sufferers was held in Merrill who has Just celebrated her
brother William E. Whitney of Rock
port. Funeral services will be held Seaside hall March 28 by the ladies 80th birthday. Sister Merrill. Worthy
today at 2 p m. from the Russell of Atlantic. A good crowd attended Flora of this Grange, has given many
Funeral Home. Rockpcv Rev G. F. and $17 48 was realized. Much credit years of active and faithful service
Currier officiating. Members of the Is due the young men who so gener as an officer and member and truly
deserves the honor. This action, ta
American Legion will act as bearers. ously furnished the music.
ken by her home Orange, automatical
Burial will be In Rockville cemetery.
ly gives her all rights and privileges
cf the same nature in Knox Pomona
Cows at the State College of
Yield Quicker
quicker to
Grange No. 3. with which she is also
Washington are eating, with evident
double action of
affiliated. "Aunt Abbie.” now visiting
relish, silage made of 80 per cent
her brother, Austin Chatto in Blue
cull apples and 20 per cent alfalfa.
hill, has gained the love and respect
Normal milk production is being
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
of
all who know her.
maintained.

Children’s Colds

« NORTH STATION

2 BLENDS * 2 PRICES

The Methodist Ladies’ Aid was
held In the Milan store Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs Laura Stanley arrived home I
last week after spending the winter
with relatives in Rockland and Cam
den.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hagan arrived
home Saturday evening after spend- 1
Ing the winter with relatives in
Palermo.

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid Inl«* into your bowels daily. If tbls MIO
Is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshift!. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those food. old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to fret these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel "up and up”. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anythin* elaa the.

4

EASILYamo
ECONOMICALLY

PREPARED

when you
shop at your

NATION-WIDI
STORE
40 FATHOM

Sold with a Money Back Guarantee
Try a Bag Today and be Convinced
of the Fine Quality and Saving thet
Gen. Knox Flour Offers

CAKES

FISH

2 "AS219c

GENERAL
KNOX

All Purpose
R
johb iiaacor'
F

24V4 LB BAG

GEN. KNOX

MACARONI

91c

IF THE RECIPE CALLS FOR

5 LB BAG

25c

CHOCOLATE/

2«S19c
flfiHT ONC-OUNCe
SQUARES —INDIVIDUALLY
WRAPPED

NATION-WIDE

MACARONI
LBOW - SPAGHETTI

I

oz
PKGS

SPLENDID

VANILLA

21

.

.

3 oz
JUGS

25c

FULL QT
CAN

19c

26 OZ
CAN

25c

5 LB
BAG

25c

.

MECHLINGS—WATER GLASS

EGG PRESERVATIVE
COLONIAL

MOLASSES

.

.

PEANUT BUTTER

SCHUMACHER'S—XXX

GOLD FLAKE

GRAHAM FLOUR

'.B JAR

1 5c

GEN. KNOX
LB JAR

17c

NATION-WIDE—PURE

.

COCOA

.

1 B17c

.

CAN

GOOD TO EAT—GOOD FOR YOU

POST’S BRAN FLAKES
Francci Lee Bcrton't "Kltckcn Patty" on tha alt on the N.B.C network,
every Friday Aftarnoon

A K O BRAND

CRAB

MEAT

26&Ssz41c

■^For Early Spring Cleaning1
BROOMS

a

NATION-WIDE

CLEAN SWEEP

EACH

EACH

89<

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER

Sunshine Cookies

in juvenile packaqes

6

MOP HANDLES .

.

wrrc«KT
DESIGNS

4

PACKAGES

WIND-O-WASH

VnLSLjb ID mm'Cw

.

CAN

EACH
12 OZ
TIN

SPOTS AND STAINS-’
PRESTO!

EDGEMONT CimcKnJ
^ 2
entcuns 1/nn

RED CAP

a

49c
8c
13c
19c

THEY'RE GONE!

CLGS3OX
Pure • Safe • Dependable

Pint*

Qaarb

2
27< 25c
FOR

EACH

Blttchci, Rtmovti Sulnt, Dcitroyi Odon, Kill) Gcrmi

NATION-WII L SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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EAST WALDOBORO

THOMASTON

Legal Notices

Legal Notices
NOTICE OF FORF.Cl.OSl'KF.
,
Whereas. Charles S Hall of Rockland
and Maude Hall of South Thomaston.
both ln the County of Knox and State
of Maine, sole heha at law of Susan E
Hall, late of «a'i South Thomaston
deceased, by the'r Mortgage Deed dated
the twentieth dav of November. 1931.
and recorded In Knox County Regl-trv
of Deeds. Book 331. Page 96. conveyed:
to the Rockland National Bank, a
National banking corporation having Ita
location at aald °ockland. the Point
Farm." ao called, ln aald 8outh Thomas
ton. altuated on the West aide of the
Weakeag river, nr-u Its mouth, being
formerly thc homestead farm of Israel
Snow late of Rexkland. deceased, con
taining one hundred and three (103)
acres or thereabouts
Also "Spalding Island," ao called,
lying on uie East aide of the Weakeag
River, near Its mouth, containing
twenty (20) acres, more or lees This
38*40
Island Is located In the Town of Owl's
Head
The foregoing parcels comprise all the
real estate ln South Thomaston ot
which said Israel Snow died seized
See deed of Elvira P T Newman et
ala. to Susan E Hall, dated July lat.
1875. and recorded In Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 39. Page 396
And whereas, the condition of said
(Continued from Page One)
Fluker street sewer for ma
Mortgage has been broken, now there- J
fore. by reason of the breach of thc
terial. providing entrance
rondltlon thereof. I. Edward C Payson.
line. Claiming the floor a consider
in my capacity as Receiver of the said
fees are vsed to pay for
Rockland National Bank and hereto
able part of the time was Charles H.1 pipe, etc., and WPA.
' duly authorized, hereby claim a fore
Woodcock who now won approval,
closure of said Mortgage
labor can be furnished.
400.00
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
now disapproval, as he vigorously
thirteenth day of March. 1936
Continuation WPA sewer
(Signed! EDWARD C PAYSON
stated hls opinions on several articles.
project.
Receiver of the Rockland National
800 00
Mr. Woodcock is a former selectman.,
Bank.
W O. Masters Engine House
33-T-39
Monies were allotted under these

In Everybody’s Column

_____ _

1

FOR SALE

' >1
V
4I

Advertisement! ln thia column not to j
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 25
——— —
— zx
The Assessors of the Town of Owla rente, three times for 50 cents. Addi W — —
Head hereby give notice to all persons tional lines five cents each for one time
tons early cut hav for sale.
liable to taxation ln said Town, that they 10 cents for three times. Six words FRTEN
A NKE ORINNELL. Union._________
will he ln aesalon at Town Hall In snid
a line.
HORSE for sale or trade for something
Town, on the first day of April 1936 at make
la
s.-a-s-*s--s^.s-**-w-a--a-*<l
else. Weight 1400 lbs. color black. F.
2 P M until 5PM for the purpose
T. MORRIS, Tenants Harbor.
37*39
of receiving Hats of the polls and estates t
taxable In aald town.
' CAMBRIDGE* TAILORING CO., cus
All such persona are hereby notified
tom made suits, overcoats <18 to 450.
to make and bring to said Assessors true , —
Wlll call at your home or office. 400
nnd perfect list* of their polls and
samples to eelect from A perfect fit
their estates, real and personal, not by I
guaranteed Tel. 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE.
law exempt from taxation, which they (
2 Orange St. Rockland.
39*41-tf
were possessed of. or which they held
as guardian, executor, administrator. I
THIRTY-SIX foot power boat com
tiustee or otherwise on the first day
plete with scallop gear for sale, suitable
of April. 1936. and be prepared to make
for all around fishing. Bargain If sold at
oath to the truth of the same
once. Tel 385-21.
37-39
When estates of persons deceased have
LAWN loam for sale. 42 50
load. A
been divided during the past year, or
WIN8LOW. Tel C85-M
39*41
have changed hands from any cause. I
thc executor, administrator or other1
TOMATO plants, early and late cab
persons Interested, are hereby warned
bage, and cauliflower for sale. FRED S.
to give notice of such change, and ln
KENNISTON. Unldn.Me_________ 38*40
default of such notice wlll be held 1
COCKER spaniel puppies for saic ill
under the law to pay the tax assessed ,
37-39
BARRED-ROCK and R. I. Red Chlckl Pleasant street. Tel. 904-J
although auch estate has been wholly
from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to lay
SOME cracked cabbage would be nice
distributed and paid over
Every for hens and chickens at 1 cent per
Any person who neglects to comply I large numbers of large eggs
State accredited pullorum pound. E A. DEAN Rockland. Te!
with this notice WIU be DOOMED to a breeder.
tax according to the laws of the State, clean Write for open dates. FOSTER 671-J____________________________ 37-39
27-tf
and be barred of the right to make ap- D JAMESON. Waldoboro. Me
DRY HARD WOOD for sale; long or
t?e Assessors or County
BIQ HUSKY CHICKS FROM PUL- fitted—delivered or at wood yard- long,
Commissioners for any abatement of hls tORUM tested flocks White rocks 414 46 at wood yard Tel. Camdcn 8317, R. I
unibe of fere suehl Ista with hls
411 per 100 Discount on large
38-40
application and satisfies them that he orders 100’: live delivery guaranteed. OXTON. West Rockport.
OREEN fitted hard wood for sale.—
was unable to offer It at the time hereby Tel 33-11. Quality chick farm. V. R
also
5
H
P
Bull
Dog
engine
with
hoist

appointed.
WOODMAN. Winterport. Me_______ 32*43
HAROLD W JONES
ing winch and drum We repair refrigera
POUST.
134
POULTRY
wanted
I.
tors Now ls thc time to get them In
J DANA KNOWLTON.
Limerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W.
shape. Call 792. Havener's Ice Co . for
GEORGE W HASKELL.
27-tf service.
37.tf
A**j*es^ors
Date Posted. March 24.1936
RESIDENCE at 4 Free St Camden lor
37-39 1
sale. 10 rooms and bath, two car garage,
three-fifth acre land Bargain If sold at
Procurement
Division,
Public
Works
once LEROY S. ALLEY. East Union
repairs.
350.00
Branch,
Washington.
D
C.
March
23.
NOTICE
divisions:
1936
Purchase of fire hose.
500 00
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
__ ._ ._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ .
DOUBLE-ENDER. new last spring,
Sealed bids ln duplicate, subject to
Unpaid bills,
<2527.64
UNITED STATES
newly painted, three coats white. Price
Storage
of
combination
the conditions of bulletin No 51 (re •
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE
A NEW 7 room house to let. electric ] »65 Write Postmaster. Eagle
39-41
Support ol schools.
15.906.03
vised)
of
the
Federal
Emergency
Ad

pump and chemical,
365.00
(SOUTHERN DIVISION)
nnsi wnrvrv
----------cministration of Public Works, wlll be lights, at Ingraham HUI Inquire 34
Insurance on school buildings 46353 Night police officer,
In
the
Matter
ot
Modern
Sportwear
Co . publicly opened tn this offiee at 10 Main St. Thomaston. MARTIN LEON546 00
ARD
37*39 ! V®
“
Debtor
A M April 13 1936. for furnishing all
Suijerintcndlng school com
Tel. 84-2 Thomaston. J. B. PAULSEN.
To the creditors ot said Debtor:
Williams-Brazier Post for
id materials and performing all I THREE tenements to let at (W . Main
labor and
32-tf
Notice
Is
hereby
given
that
the
un
mittee.
75.00
work for Insect screens. In the new St. J. H MELVIN, Tel. 273-W. 31 Day |
Memorial Iiay expense.
50.00 dersigned John Howard HUI. of Fort- extension
to the U 8 Custom House St.
36-tf ! BEST dry hard wood under cover;
Medical inspection in rchools 75.03 Running
fitted. ID; Junka. $9. soft wood and
land, in said District, by order of the „nd P O at Rockland Maine drawings
expenses
fire
apartmenta
TWO
furnished
to
let. slabs. 17; kindlings. T J. CARROLL.
ot ““
“,rrh
end specifications not exceeding one
Salaries ot town officers
2.483.83
27-tf R P. D . Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Rock
equipment.
250.00 1936 was appointed Special Master In , set may be obtained from the custodian Call 793
27-tf
Town expense.
3.00900 Purchase of gas masks for
saia matter to receive. paa« upon and' ot the building or at thia office ln the I SEVEN room house to let on Beech- land____________
ProPe£1/
discretion of the Assistant Director ol wood’s street.
Thomaston.
Electric
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
Highways and bridges.......... 3,000.00
Debtor m of March Procurement. Public Works Branch W lights, water, garage hen house MARY atI Wallston,
fire department.
Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
80.00
18 1938
E Reynolds. Assistant Director of T BUNKER. Thomaston. Me
39-41 bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
Maintenance of third class
Notice ls also given that all claims of1 procurement. Public Works Branch
Running expenses Watts
Tel
21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
16-tf
EIOHT room house to let. with garage,
creditors shall be filed or evidenced In
road,
*
130 00 j block.
38-40 garden
plot, modern Improvements 66
250 00 these proceedings ON OR BEFORE Mav
POWER cider press for sale, complete
Patrolled highways,
631.00 J
Rankin street MRS W. A KENNEDY
with motor and shafting, o. W MAY
14 1936 and no claim ahaU be allowed
Cemetery improvements,
NOTICE
300.00 to
37-tf HEW. Camden.
participate tn any plan of reorganiza
26*37
Breaking out roads
1.500.00 ;
WHEREAS. Sarah B. Pinkham of
tion of the debtor corporation unless
SECOND-FLOOD apartment to let. op
Union In the County of Knox and posite
filed
or
evidenced
on
or
before
said
Repairs and construction ol
J. A Jameson store, hot water
Frank Linekin. spokesman (or a date,
__ „___
__order
Statetor
of cause
Maine,
by her Mortgage Dc'd
except upon
shown
oil burner, bath, garage C. A.
sidewalks.
500.00 > committee comprised of H. B. Libby.
All claims and Interests of" creditors I
eleventh day of January. A. D heat,
HAMILTON.
29 Chestnut street. Tel
'
filed with said Special Master shall be 11(34 »»» recorded In the Knox County
39-41 | I
Removing snow from side
Frank D Hathome. J. H. Everett fUed and proofs of claim tnade sub- B*«1,trL °r Deeds. Book 234. Page 454. 986-J
FIVE-ROOM bungalow to let; flush. ♦
walks.
750.00 W T. Smith and himself, recom stanttaUy as provided by Bectlon 57 of i conveyed to me the undersigned,
unfurnished. It 1
lights.
furnished
or
the Bankruptcy Act and the Rules and
certain lot or parcel of land to■•X
gether with the buildings thereon,
Support of poor.
6 000.00 mended the expenditure of <1500 on Oeneral Orders applicable thereto
H. PHILAdaniv St Tel. 1188-M.
located
ln
aald
Union
and
described
37’39
WOMAN wauted for general house
BRICK
Dated March 27. 1936
Mothers Aid.
60000 the High School building and a total
as follows: Near Union Common on
work UNA ILDONEN Emery Star Rt.
JOHN HOWARD HIIL
FURNISHED.
second-floor
h
the road running westerly from the
Tel 425-21_______________________ 39.41
Lighting streets.
1518.00 of <2.COO to include carpentry one
Special Master
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
Common across the bridge over
98 Exchange St.
Portland. Me
37*39
i
SMALL furnished cottage wanted near
Oeorges
River.
The
store,
house
Support of fire companies.
450.00 plumbing on the Green street school
39-40
water, suitable for year around use.
and lot on which the same are
APARTMENT avaUable ln the LAU- salt
Tel
42-JK
39-tf
Fire Alarm systems.
15.00 These sums were thus appropriated
located lying north of said road,
RIETTE April 1 Copper Kettle. Tel 405.
“In the United States District Court
and northerly by said
WANTED at once, housekeeper and
37-39
Hydrant rental.
250000 Article 10. concerned with State for the District of Maine. In the Matter westerly
Oeorges River: northerly and easter
Tel 464
4
or
TWO small apartments to let. fur-1 lor7£,2!)°D
Modern sportwear Company Debtor
ly by land of Nancy Morse and are ' ntshrd and unfurnished, also room to yrlt* 801 ***■ Rockland.
Public libra t,
700 CO 1 Aid road construction, was a pivotal of
39-tf
In proceedings for the Reorganisation of
the
store
and
premises
occupied
by
MRS A H. PILLSBURY. ThomasTWO German
Shephard
d' wanted.
Principal on town debt,
3.000.00 point of controversy, the final decis a Corporation. No. 24,111.
------- --------r_____ —
the Grantor aa store and dwelling , let
"Pursuant to the provisions of an
ton
37*39 Male 6 to 4 months old. Pullpartlculars
house.
Interest on town debt.
1373.75I ion being *o appropriate the recom order entered on March 18. 1936 by the
and
price
B
H
WETHERBEE.
Thomas
the rondltlon of sold mort
TENEMENT to let. 16 Ocean street. ton. Maine.
States District Court lor the and whereas
has been broken:
39-41 ________________ ________________ 39*41
Surety bonds ol town officers 150 00 mended <1.194. a proportionate part United
PHILIP SULIDES
District of Maine ln the above entitled gage
therefore, ....by reason
of the
STEADY WORK -Oood pay—Reliable
under the pursuant to Sec- » Now.
......
...
....
ROOMS in central location to let. man
Expend on Eranch Brook
to be used en the road from Walkers , proceeding
wanted to cal! on farmers in Knox
tlon 77-B of Chapter VIII of the Acts hr7l<'h ,of the condition thereof I claim Call 1067-M
39-41
County.
No experience or (capital
of
Congress
relating
to
bankruDtcv
con4
foreclosure
of
said
mortgage.
road.
750.00 Corner to Oyster River Bridge
TWO houses to let. 1 large and 1 small, needed Write today Mrh’FSS CO , Dept.
ilnulng the Debtor In possession notice . Rj"<'1<L2.h’'s twenty-third day of March.
Expend on West Meadowon
Rockland
street
D.
SHAFTER
15
M.
Freeport.
Illinois
39‘it
Branch Brook road, on which the Is hereby given of a hearing to be held I A u 1936
w covon
Rockland street. Tel 888
35-tf
the Federal Court House. Portland.
OSCAR W t ARROLL
IF YOU ARE AMBITIOUS you can
Road.
*
503 00 committee had desired to take no in
Maine, on the 13th of April. 1936. at 12 I
36-T-42
THREE apartments to let. 1 upstairs. 1 make good monry with a Rawlelgh
- I downstalra.
Calcium Chlcride,
200.00 action In regard to improvement on noon, at which hearing, or any adjourn1 furnished MRS LEOLA Route We help you get started No
NOTICE
ment thereof, the court may ' make
ROSE.
Cor. Orove and Union streets
| capital or experience needed. Steady
Town Nurse.
1.200 00
the ground that such amount as permanent said order entered on the
Whereas. Naomi H Bosaa. formerly
35-tf | work for right man
Write RAW18th day of March. 1936 or appoint Naomi H Oay of Friendship In the
FURNISHED tenement to let. all LEIOHS. Box MED-73-2. Albany, N Y.
could be raised would be insufficient trustees, and may make such further County of Knox and State of Maine, by
39*41
hot water heat, nice and warm,
authorized by said Section 77-B her mortgage deed dated April 11. 1904. modern,
lor genuine benefit, after heated orders
reasonable, at FLOYD SHAW'S 47
MAN OR WOMAN wanted to handle
as to the court mav seem proper
and recorded in the Knox County rent
28-tf distribution <yf famous Watkins Pro
debate, was finally granted <750.
MODERN SPORTWEAR CO.
Registry of Deeds Book No 241. Page 13. North Main St Tel 422-R
ducts ln .,v,Rockland
and
nearby
rural
EIOHT room tenement with modern | L......
------ v —
- -—• ------Debtor conveyed to Home Owners
Loan
Tabled, resurrected, argued pro Attorney for Debtor. Arthur L Goldman
conveniences
at
11
Union
St.
Apply
1 ^‘‘£7 “"‘J* ,u<1
hundreds of
Corporation, a corporation duly estab
LAWRENCE
MILIJCR.
26
Rankin
atreet.
'
H<rcllent
oppor40
Court
Street.
Boston.
Mass
lished
under
the
laws
of
the
United
con and backwards, the warrant's
Te! om-ss.
692-M
27-tf 1 w
tunlt
party,NSNo Investment.
39-A-43 States of America, and having Its of T»i.
------------------------------ seu
,^F ,or
} right
R WATK
23,-53
13th ifated' paragraph eventually
fice and principal place of business ln
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792. Johnson Ave . Newark N J
Washington. D. C.:
27-tf
----------ended in a vote to close the South
AMERICAN A FOREIGN INSURANCE
• the following described real estate,
NOTICE It hereby given of the loss
CO. OF NEW YORK
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms : of deposit book numbered 2305 and the
situated ln Friendship. In the Coun
Warren Bridge. To whom this prop
ty of Knox and State of Maine
with bath, heater, garage and garder I owner at said book asks for duplicate
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
erty actually belongs is a moot Stocks and Bonds ................ 85.385.896 37
Inquire 12 Knox 84.. Tkl. 156-W. 27-tf in accordance with the provision of the
A certain lot or parcel of land, to
gether with all the buildings there
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
TRUST CO'
question—State, county, town, two Caah in Office and Bank ..... 977.231 47
on.
situate
In
Friendship
aforesaid,
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at |
ION OTIS. RECEIVER
36-T-42
Agents Balances .................. 212.893 34
on
both
sides
of
the
road
leading
towns have, it appears, alternately Bills Receivable .................. .
Spruce
Head
Plenty
of
fir
ewoo
d
for
the
-------------------------------------------------------748 69
from the brick school hcuse to
cutting Rent reasonable. TEL ROCK- I___
Interest
and
Rents
32.270
19
orphaned and adopted this river All other Assets .... .. .............
Hatchet
Cove,
so-called,
known
aa
LAND 793-W after 4 pm.
lkJ’tt
28.638 80
thc James Condon place and con
span. Warren has unofficially indi
taining formerly about one hundred
Oross Assets ......... ............ 96.637 677 86
twenty 11201 acres of land, and being
cated an intention to close her end, Deduct Items not admitted 559.407 ’8
the same premises conveyed by
yet the preposition continues to
Oliver
Morse to James Condon afore
Admitted ------ --------- ........86.078.270 48
said. March 20 A D 1829. and re
maintain its mid-air position.
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
corded ln Lincoln Registry of Deeds.
REDS. Sired by pedigreed males
December 28 1876 In Book 151 Page
4375.503 71
"Indefinitely postponed” by a Net Unpaid Losses ........
Heavy layers, grow last, feather
165. excepting, however, ro much
NOTICE ls hereby given ol the loss of
Unearned Premiums ..............
904.517 42
verdict of 108 to 19 was article 8 All other Liabilities
well Pullorum Clean 30 years ex
thereof as was conveyed by Roscoe
savings book numbered 10648 and the
....... 111.585 20
perience Oet our Catalogue. We
H Mitchell during the time that he
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
Cash Capital
1 500 000 00
suggesting that town business hence Surplus
give free feed on orders three weeks
was owner of said premises, as
ln accordance with the provisions of
over all LlabUltles 3.174.662 75
ln advance. We use Shenandoah
shown by the records In the Registry
the law THE SECURITY TRUST CO.
forth be transacted before the elec
wood
burning brooder stoves;
of Deeds In Knox County.
ENSION OTIS. Receiver
39-T-45
Total Liabilities and Surplus 16.078 270 48
ample heat for coldest weather,
tion of officers in reversal of the
Thc above-described premises are
39-T-45
cost less to run and take less cate
the tame conveyed by Rodney I.
present order. The matter of tak
than coal brooders. Burn green
Thompson. Administrator of thc
OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE CO
wood. Ask for information and
Estate of Roscoe H Mitchell to
ing a sum from the Joint State Aid
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
prices.
Charles E Carter, by Administra
account to apply bituminous surface Storks and Bonds .
44.086 777 ll
tors Deed dated October 25. 1913.
Cash in Office and Bank
... 232.522 37
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
lecorded tn Knox County Registry
treatment to State Aid roads was Agents Balances
143 096 76 1 of Deeds. Book 103. Page 524. the
RFD No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
BlUs
Receivable
said
Charles
E
Carter
having
con

625
31
left to the Jurisdiction of the select Interest and Rents
38.235 26 ( veyed the above premises to Naomi
men.
All other Assets
H Bossa. by the name of Naomi H
3.607 22
Os7. t>y Warranty Deed dated
Among the concluding items on the
Gross Assets
44 504 864 03
October 1. 1921. recorded ln said
Knox County Registry Book 191
docket was the question of method Deduct Items not admitted 77.913 78
Page 215. reference being madr to
in paying the Collector of Taxes,
all of raid deeds for a more parti
Admitted .................... ....... 84.426 950 25
cular dv.'irlptton of the premises
LIABILITIES
DBC
31.
1935
the vote being to make compensa
hereby
conveyed."
the cars I've ever owned. ‘
21
And whereas, the oondltlons of said
tion on the amount collected and not Net Unpaid Losses .............. 4144.440
"In« mort6XBc have been broken; now. there"
on the amount committed.
r««hOt^r»nuijbl Ue’ ........... 1
for’'' h5' t( ason °t the breach of the,
’
vLV^.u" 11 hiiiii........
<»”KllUoi.s thereof the said Home Own-:
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
2.464
662
87
ers' Loan Corporation, owner of -aid '
IN THE LOW PRICE FIELD
Total Liabilities and Surplus 44.426JMK ^n^duly’'amhmlz^. °Sy U.lmJ

Recent guests at Josiah JameContributions to the High School
son's home were Mr. and Mrs. ■ sweater fund may be left at McDonFvander Newbert of North Waldo-' aid's Drug Store.
boro. Mr. md Mrs. Orville Jameson j There will be a public supper in
and children of Camden, and Leroy gt John's Parish Hall Wednesday at
Jameson of Woolwich.
g p m at which time thc afghan
Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives were which has been on exhibition in
recently in Portland to see their son, Senter Crane Store and Walsh's
Sulo. who is a patient at the Store. Thomaston will be given away I
A musical program will follow
Children's Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cargill of circle supper Wednesday at the
Rockland visited Sunday at Harry Baptist Church, and will be open to
the public. Several essays will be
McIntire's.
I Mr and Mrs. William Coombs and delivered toy Rockland students,
J daughter Dorothea of Topsham were among them a composition on "Oen.
guests at the homo of Edward1 Henry Knox." which won third prize
Coombs last week, and Friday visited i in the essay contest.
The Friendly Club will meet Wed
Mrs. Leslie Mank.
nesday at 7 30 at the home of Mrs.
A C. Mank and son Albert were
Margaret Stewart on Green street.
Rockland visitors Saturday.
The Woman Auxiliary' of St. John's
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton and
Church will meet Thursday at the
Mrs. Sarah Sidcnsparker were callers
home of Mrs Maude Pillsbury at 7.15.
Friday on Mrs. Augusta Bowers.
The Lenten Question Box will be
Mrs. Eva Masters of Round Pond held in the Church Friday nt 7.
has been guest of her sister Mrs.
The Federated Sewing Circle will
‘Ethel Hanna for a week.
meet Friday at 2 o'clock with Mrs.
H. B. Bovey. C. C. Bowers and W B D. Gray, 75 Main street.
daughter, Phyllis were ln Thomas
ton Friday on a visit.
children. Leland Boggs and family
( Mrs. John A. Rines passed Friday
were guests at Lewis Tolman's
with Mrs. Fred Jameson. North War Winthrop.
ren.
, Ralph Flanders and nephew Irving 1 Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray. Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Jameson of Rockland
Smith of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
were at J. O. Jameson's home Sun
I Leland Onf and daughter Elsa of
day on a visit.
North Waldoboro were at J. L.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Coombs have
Flanders' home Sunday.
| Norman Miller and Fred Munro been visiting relatives in Portland
and Brunswick.
i visited Thursday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harvey and
• Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Black and Miss
! Mac Burge-s were guests Sunday at sons Charles and Ronald were at
the Harold Black home in Tenants Miss Ellie Mank's residence Sunday
on a social call.
Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Perl Winchenbach of
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of
South Waldoboro called Saturday on South Waldoboro were recent callers
Mrs LaForvst I. Mank.
on L. L. Mank
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank were
Ivan Scott and Austin Wiley at
recent visitors at the home of Mrs tended a V. F. W meeting Wednes
Mark's grandmother. Mrs. Lucretia day at East Friendship.
Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rines and
Edwin O. Mank was in Boston
daughter Madeline were visitors
recently to attend thc funeral of hls
Wednesday at Reginald Monahan's
uncle. Fernival O. Winchenbach.
at the village.
Mrs Oeorge Coombs and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and
Dorothy of Brunswick were recent
children Oordon and Joyce were
guests of Mrs. Lester Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Little. Mr. and Rockland visitors Wednesday.
Miss Doris Mank was recent guest
Mrs. Archie Little of Bristol, and
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Little of South of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh
Bristol called Sunday on Mrs. Au Mank. Her sister Madeline was at
r the J. A. Rir.es home during her
gusta Bowers.
Mr. and Mr Alton Mank and absence.
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ASSESSORS' NOTICE

Will be On Sale At

: EGGS AND CHICKS •

WARREN DRUG STORE
ON AND AFTER APRIL 2

REPUBLICANS SWEEP TOWN

TO LET

WANTED

"My
TERRAPLANE
does more than most cars claim

♦

«

//

LOST AND FOUND

Ifi

'topi of all

N our showroom, “owner talk” means more than
"sales talk.” We’re content to let claims take a
back seat while owners give you fads.
On performance, you needn’t take thc word of
anyone but thc man who knows how much easier his
Terraplanc handles in traffic ... how much better it
takes straight-aways or curves ... how much faster it
is on the get-away. His economy figures talk louder
than any salesman’s claims ... even ours! He can tell
you facts about Terraplane’s long life that would
sound boastful if ue said them.
But even a Terraplane tfwncr can’t put into words
just what it means to sit at the wheel of this car and
drive! With thc Electric Hand shifting the gears,
your hands stay always on the wheel. Just a flick of
thc finger ... and gears shift! And your front floor
is all clear . . . Terraplanc is the only low priced car
with real comfort for three in thc front seat... no
gear or brake levers to stumble over!
Steering is truer. There’s an amazing riding
smoothness. At thc brake pedal, safer stopping than
you'll find in any other car, with two braking systems
at your command ... and still a third from tne easiest
handling parking brake you ever saw. You ride over
thc world's first safety engineered chassis ... in a
body really all of steel, with solid roof of seamless
steel. On every side, something new to discover and
enjoy. Stop in now and take this "Discovery Drive”
. . . sec for yourself what a change Terraplane has
made in motoring

I

TERRAPLANE IS

FIRST IN SIZE AND ROOM—Longmt wheel
base... 115 inches. Most room... 145
cubic feet.
FIRST IN POWER —Greatest horsepower
... 88 or 100. And thc smoothest!
FIRST IN SAFETY — Body really all of
steel with seamless steel roof. Radial
Safety Control (patent applied for).
Duo-Automatic Hydraulic Brakes
(patent applied for).

FIRST IN COMFORT —Tru-Line Steering.
The Rhythmic Ride.

at small extra cost). And many more.
88 or 100 H. P.— 115-inch wheelbase

595

and upforDe Luxe models, f.o.b. Detroit.
Standard group of accessories extra
SAVE—with the new HUDSON-CI.T.6^
Time Payment Plan ... low monthly

payments

Bought TERRAPLANES

Thomaston

PARKER McKELLER,

L. M. ROKES.

A “REST FACIAL”
A

short cut to rest and re

laxation

Here are a few. •. Other Names on Request
Beech St.. Rockland

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-R
ROCKLAND. ME.
__________________________ 135«lt

partment. The Electric Hand (optional

Let Rockland Owners Tell You Why They

WALTER H. SPEAR,

Inside and
oat, digging includ
ed. Pipes wired ent Seweri dag,
laid out and clranrd when plugged.
Cesspools dog and rocked, and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dag deep
er. Floors cemented and wails re
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
work. etc.

FIRST IN REALLY NEW FEATURES-Only
rear-opening baggage and tire com

PHIL THOMAS, Terraplane Dealer

A. J. LINEKIN.

WATER PIPES
REPAIRED & RELAID

appeals

to

women

in

every walk of life.
Warren

Rockland

A

rest treatment that at the

same

time

improves

thc

skin

and renews its freshness.

THOMAS MOTOR CO.
118 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

BUILT BY HUDSON—TERRAPLANE. SS95 AND UP; HUDSON SIX. $710 AND UP; HUDSON SUPER STRAIGHT
EIGHT, $760 AND UP. F. O. B. DETROIT

MABELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE
M3 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
PHONE 683-W

39-T-45 j
------------------ --------- I
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE CD.
Concord, New Hampshire
ASSETS D73C. 31. 1935
! Collateral Loans .......... . ......... 465.381 00
] Stocks and Bonds .................. 766.752 50
Cash In Office and Bank
78.188 60
I Agents Balances ...».............
19.051 31
Interest and Rents . .... .... .
1.51, 70

1

n foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated thia nineteenth day of March
1936
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORP
By Eigar F Corllse, Its Attorney 1
36-T-42

zrTIED
r»NE

hears of fore-

handed young mod

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Hugo Lehtlnen. Jr., ol St 1
erns who have the wed
Oeorge ln the County of Knox and State '
ding invitations ordered
of Maine, by hls Mortgage Deed dated
the twenty-seventh day of August. 1931.
before the gentleman hu
and
recorded
in
Knox
County
Registry
Oross Assets
4930 885 11 of Deeds. Book 228. Page 515. conveyed to
“popped the question.”
the
Rockland
National
Bank,
a
National
1
Admitted ________ ___ _
4930.885 11 b»nking corporation having Its loca- 1
LIABILITIES DBC 31 1935
We frown upon this prac
tlon at Rockland In the County of Knox ,
Net Unpaid Lasses . ...........
$8,988 87 and State of Maine, a certain lot or I
tice!
But they should be
Unearned Premiums
197^839 58 parcel of land with thc buildings there- |
All other Liabilities
33.874 30: on. situated In the village of Long Cove.
ordered
early—and the
Surplus to Policyholders ... 690.182 26' in the town of Saint Oeorge. bounded
and described as follows to wit:—BEorder should specify "en
Tbtal Liabilities and Surplus 4930.885 11 OINNING at the North side of the road
39-T-45 : letolng 1from Long_ Cove Oranlte Quarry
_____ _'
grave upon Linweave
towards Long Cove Post Office at the
South East corner bound of land of
U. S. BRANCH OF THE »T|.AS AS
Wedding Papers." For
Ansel Lamplnen; thence North thirtySURANCE CO., LTD.
four degrees We t one hundred twenty- '
they are ultra-correct Thc
ASSETS DEC 31, 1935
five feet to a stake; thence East sixtyStocks and Bonds
......... 45.671,974 24 four degrees South, one hundred feet to
rich vellum-like texture
| Cash In Office and Bank
a .stake; thence 8outh thirty-four de
I Agents' Balances ...........
grees East, one hundred and twenty-five I
of Linweave speaks elo
1 Interest and Rents ...
feet to a stake; thence West slxty-four
1 All other Assets
degrees North one hundred feet to the
quently of thc taste of thc
place of beginning
bridc-to-bc.
Oross Assets .........................47.228.620 33
See deed of Hugo Lehtlnen Sr . to
' Deduct Items not admitted 564.859 14) Hugo Lehtlnen Jr dated this day to be
--------------- recorded
The Courier-Gazette
Admitted ................................ 46.663.761 191 And whereas, the condition ot said
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1935
1 Mortgage has been broken, now theres:»» Ttnnstd tzv—.«
.nof°re. by reason of t - breach of the
Net unpaid Losses .............. 4279,767 001 condttlon thereof. I. Li yard C. Payson,
Unearned Premiums ............ 3.027 630 45 ln my capacity as Re- Iver of the said
WF.I1OI
PAPERS
I All Other Liabilities .............. 255.577 18 Rockland National Bank, and hereto
Statutory Deposit .................. 400,000 00 duly authorized, hertby claim a fore
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.700.786 58 closure of said Mortg r?
STAR INSURANCE CO.. OF AMERICA
Dated at Rocklai 1. Mine, this |
New York, N. Y.
Total Liabilities and Surplus 46.663.761 19 twenty-third
day of Much 1936
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
39-T-45
(SignedI EDWARD C PAYSON
______
Stocks and Bonds ................ 54.738.805 11
Receiver of the Rockland National
THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO.
Bank
36-T-42 ' Cash ln Office and Bank
284.879 87
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
i Agents Balances ................... 363.616 46
Real Estate
41.215 795 00
j Bills Receivable ...................
588 97
Mortgage Loans .................... 248 946 41 !{**«*..*•****».■ I"1*"’1 »»<> Rent» ..........
34.396 6"
Stocks and Bonds
........... 3.363.673 56 •
32.458 32
“ 1 All other Assets ..................
Cash ln Office and Bank....... 338.115 77
Agents' Balances .................. 220.346 18
Oross Assets ........................ 45.454.505 40
Bills Receivable ....................
8 030 15 • MISCELLANEOUS ; Deduct Items not admitted 278.166 67
Interesi and Renta ..............
34.310 39
All other Assets .....................
23.266 85
Admitted ............................ 45.178.338 73
LADIES—Reliable heir goods at Rock
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Gross Assets ......................... 45.452.484 31 land Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mail ordera
I Net Unpaid Losses ................. 4227.917 74 .
Deduct Items not admitted
54 985 42 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-1
27-tf Unearned Premiums ............. 1.683.058 B8
------------------------------------------------------- | All other Liabilities ............... 185.315 32 |
Admitted .....
45.397.498 89
PAINTING,
papering
and
carpentering
: Cash Capital .......................... 1,000,000 00
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1935
at estimated cost CHARLES L. COLLINS. Surplus over all Liabilities 2.080.046 69 |
Net Unpaid Loesea .................. 4121.817 00 155 Pleasant St. City.
38*40
Unearned Premiums .............. 1 468.969 11
Total Liabilities and Surplus 45.176.338 73
All other Liabilities .................
158023 06
NOTICE TO MARINERS: The name
On the basis of Dec. 31. 1935 market
: Cash Capital ........................ 1 000 000 00 of the Auxiliary Yacht "Mahdee" official quotation; for all bonds and stocks
(Surplus over all Liabilities 2.648 689 72 numoer 230683, has been changed by owned, this company's total Admitted
permission of the Director Of Naviga Astets would be Increased to 55.237.250.38
I Total Liabilities and Surplus 45,397,498 8» tion to "Pandora 11." R L. IRELAND. and surplus to 52.140.958 34.
3»-T-«

JR., Pemaquid Harbor, Maluc.

37-40

39-T-45

April Special!

RYTEX
DOUBLE CHECK
PRINTED STATIONERY
Note the quality!

Large Baronial Sheets of fine,
smooth Vellum in Blue Ivory. Or
chid or Grten check. Large point
ed flap envelopes. Printed in Blue,
Brown, Green or Violet ink.
Note the quantity!

200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
OR
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

$ 100
Postage 10 t'ents Extra
With printing on Sheets
and Envelopes

April Only!

Be sure to stock up

now for future use

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1936

AS TO LOCAL OPTION

THE SEASON'S MODE
Dorothy

OClETY

Page Seven

Roe

Gives

Us

Definitions

of Terms Which May Puzzle
W.C.T.U. Preparing For Sep
tember Poll—What Repeal For those who may be dazed by
Has and Has Not Done
the avalanche of new terms that

distinguish thc season's mode, Doro
The W.C.T.U. met Friday afternoon
thy Roe. United Press staff writer,
with Mrs. Fannie Norton. The first
| of the program was a short observ- presents thc fasliion dictionary of
l an;e of the birthday of Lillian M. N. 1936:
_________________ Highlands was opened the following
Stevens which occurred in March;
Margot—a term borrowed from the
w o Fuller who ! day and there he haS been J°ined bV
also Lhe birthday of Neal Dow. Sev- hit play of that name now running
Mr. and Mrs.
1 hls daughter, Miss Anne B. Blackingcial quotations of Mrs. Stevens were in Paris, used to describe clothes in
have been spending thc winter at
I ton and her aunt, Mrs. Vina Graves
given including hcr famous Procla spired by the period of *Henry IXL
Hotel Gralynn in Minnii, Fla., start
I who have had apartments in town
mation given Sept. 10, 1911, on the Dresses with “ruff" necklines are
northward next Friday, planning to
for the past season.
eve of the resubmission of the Maine generally tagged Margot.
make stops enroute in Richmond.
P’.chibitory law, in which she de Oibson Girl—A term used to deVa„ Keswick. Va„ and Boston.
Earle Conant of Burlington. Vt., HOSIERY THAT clared "that within a decade Prohi scribe the new spring clothes that
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
bition shall be placed in the Consti go in for wide shoulders, wasp
Mr and Mrs. McNeil Brown and
Ralph P. Conant over the weekend.
GUARDS
AGAINST tution of the United States," which waists, ruffly jabots and pancake
children of Gray were guests over
prophecy was fulfilled.
hats, ln the manner of the magazine
Sunday of Mrs. Frances Bicknell.
GARTER RUNS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon
Today those who had read the cover girl immortalized ln the early
signs of the times declare that before days of the century by Charles Dana
Mrs. Carroll Burns of Wollaston. are spending the week in New York.
CfYVhat more can be said
a decade of Repeal a new Prohibitory Gibson.
Mass, returned home Saturday after
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Chesley and
about thc “Navy.”
It is
iaw will be written into the Consti
Directolre—The evening silhouette
two weeks' visit with hcr mother, Mrs.
Lora McGaffcy, Beech street, and
tution. Other quotations from Mrs. Inspired by clothes of the first Em
H. R. Crabtree of North Haven.
one of the new tones that's
_____
| Mr. and Mrs Ronald LaChance of
I Stevens were "1 dare to hope almost pire, with raised waistlines, low
first in line for spring.
Mrs Charles S Hall is ill at her Thomaston were weekend guests of
everything for the temperance re decollrtagc and ruffled shoulders.
home on Ocean street with rheumatic friends in Portland.
form" and "The heathen, the liquor Mimosa — The newest accessory
tribe, will rage a while longer; but color, called in'other seasons canary
fever.
At thc meeting Monday night at
God is on His throne; He has uttered yellow.
310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
His voice; the liquor traffic is doomed Vloline—Just another name for
Miss Annie B. Dean of Portland re the home of Miss Minnie Smith, or
cently entertained as dinner guests at ganization for the 35th year was
to destruction."
violet, or mauve.
There followed an open discussion Cattleya—A new name for orchid
the Miles Standish Apartments. Mrs. effected by Wawenock Club as it
COMING TO SAMOSET of ways and means for educating thc tones, introduced by Patou.
Lawrence Barbcur, Mbs Vada Clukev, placed in office Miss Smith as presi
electorate on the local option clauses London Tan—That bright saddle
Miss Hazel Marshall, Miss Lucille Du- dent; Cora Snow vice president;
rette, Miss Lela Glldden of Jefferson Lelia Benner, secretary and treas- Committee Of One Hundred In the referendum to be voted upon tan seen in leather accessories and
and Miss Dorothy Hiscock of Wal v.rer; Mrs. Evelyn Snow, chairman
To Visit Us During the nt thc September election Further tailored suits, formerly called red
doboro, afterwards attending the of program committee. Picnic sup
m
,
.
discussion will be given thc subject clay, or carrot.
Northern Reunion
presentation of the "Ballet Russe." per. Easter quotations and thc
at the next meeting April 10. when Culotte—Tlie divided skirt, now re
choice of “Palestine'' as subject of
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich will lead tlie ported replacing shorts for beach
Plans for thc seventh annual pit gram on Christian Citizenship.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. O'Neil and study the coming year constituted
wear, and seen also in evening gowns
daughter Mrs. George King of thc activities.
Northern reunion of tlie Committee
Mrs. Emery read an article from and sportswear.
Georgetown. Conn., were weekeud I
ot One Hundred were completed at a | the Union Signal, entitled “The Camembert Silhouette— Hats with
Representative Charles D. Jellison
guests of Mr. find Mrs A. C. Ramsrecent meeting of the committee on Christian and thc Alcohol Prcblem" a flat crown and brim thickened or
of Waterville was a weekend guest of
dell, Beech street.
arrangements at which Col. W. N. in which was quoted from the New I foiled at the edges.
Mr and Mrs. F. K Gardner, Rankin
Mushroom Silhouette—Hats with
Campbell.
chairman.
represented York Times <by no means a dry paper i
Miss Sarah Sansom, who has been street.
the summation cf the ttecord of flat crown and brim sloping down
Gov. Louis J. Brann of Maine.
visiting her sister Mrs Harry- Smith
ward all the way round, sometimes
Members and guests, together with Appeal.
in Bath tills winter, returned home j Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon their wives, are to be the guests of
1—Bootlegging is unchecked; they rolled at tiie edges.
are on a trip to New York.
Thursday.
the State of Maine for a four-day re are still selling 5Prl of the alcohol Camisole—An article of lingerie al
union beginning Sept. 1 at Poland beverage consumed in this country. most forgotten, but refilled with thc
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
The Deligcnt Dames will assemble
2— The saloon is back. Called by! season's Gibson Girl fashions. Once
Spring. Me., where the dinner will be
for luncheon Thursday at 1 o'clock : Quinn, 11 Birch street, was thc scene given for members and their men another name, it smells the same.
known as the corset cover and shown
with Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy as hos- of a pretty wedding Saturday night guests at 7.30 p. m. that day. at thc
3— Revenues are low. Repeal has this year complete with lace and ribtc«s
I when their daughter Pauline, was
not lifted us out of thc depression. ' oons
_____
! married to William H. Hooten of Mc- Poland Spring House. Governors of
4—City records show more intoxlPetticoat—Another antique brought
New England states and other
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett will be hostess Caugnah. Ga .The bride who wore States have accepted Invitations to j cation. Those speak for themselves back to new glory. Shown in bright
to Chapin Class tonight at her home an ivory brocaded satin dress and attend, while other guests will in5—We now have the problem of instly taffetas to wear under spring
on Talbot avenue.
' carried a bridal bouquet ot American elude representative
professional the drunken driver. In 1934, 36.000 suits and dresses. Sometimes a vivid
Beauty roses, was attended by Chris business and social leaders of the I people killed on the highways. Those striped taffeta petticoat Ls worn
The mee ing of the Garden Club tine Quinn, and Harold M Quinn
slain by drunken drivers increase under a sheer spring dress of solid
this afternoon at 3:30 at the home was best man. There were 50 guests country.
night the wives of <2*7 • and much large numbers hurt color.
On
thc
same
of Mrs. J. Lester 8herman will be present.
Chesterfield—The favorite coat
members will be given a dinner at • and Injured.
one of unusual importance, necessi
the Mansion House at Poland Spring
6—High pressure promotion of style of thc season, made with fly
tating full attendance of members.
THE COMING OF K AG AM'A
| Mrs. Ouy Oannett of Portland will sales through advertising to increase front, velvet collar and fitted line.
i
be chairman of the arrangement drinking. The campaign aimed par- Just like a man's dress overcoat.
Miss Eleanor Bird will be in charge outstanding Figure Of Christian
ticularly at women and youth.
Derby—A spring hat inspired by
1 committee for this event.
of circle supper at the Congregational ' World Will Be In Pcrttand Tuesday,
On thc following day thc members
Business men who favored repeal the masculine derby, but far. far
vestry Wednesday.
April 21
and their wives will travel by motor ait now kicking themselves. Th- different, having a frivolous flat
Methebescc Club holds its annual I 6c great has becn the demand for cars to the Samoset Hotel at Rock- average person has only so much'crown, curled brim and usually a
dinner meeting at the Thorndike reservations in connection with the land where tliey will be guests at a money to spend, and while the brew- veil, Shown ln shiny straws and
clambake Later that day the party ers have been fattening on liquor 'felts
Hotel Priday at 6:30. Mrs. Gertrude I visit to Portland April 21 of Dr.
Durham of Belfast, director of the ! Tcyohiko Kagawa that reservation wlll be entertained at thc Samoset sales, regular business has been falling
The decrease in consumpMORE GOOD MUSIC
Ninth Dist.dct. will be honor guest chairmen have becn appointed in cer- Hotel
Sept. 3. the party will board thc tion of snilk in New York State l»!
and give a short informal talk on I tain areas cf thc State to care for
federation activities. Other prograRi regional reservations. The meetings S S. Florida ot the Peninsular and estimated at six million quarts a Mill Come Out Of the United States
Than Europe, Says Cadman
features will include a reading bv , with Dr. Kagawa, great Christian Occidental Line for Bar Harbor, month.
There will be entertainment and
Repeal has been weighed in thc
Mrs. Ruth Elllngwood, former dim- j ,cjidcr of the
<u, be hc;d ln
balances and found wanting.
Charles Wakefield Cadman. one of
tor of thc Ninth District, vocal solos Pcrtland CUy „aU and at th„ after. sightseeing trips at Bar Harbor with
America's leading composers, pre
by Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, contralto.
and cven,ng 6cssionj> a Wock Qf the guests spending thc night aboard
and piano solos by Miss Margaret G.,
k bflng
for oul.of. ! the steamship. Thc party will return
EDUCATIONAL CLUB dicted more "good music" will come
out of thc United States than Europe
to
Portland
aboard
thc
S.
‘
S.
Florida.
Stahl, (guests), and a vocal duet by tewn guests. Each regionai chairman
in the neat few generations.
Gladys Morgan. Annual reports will will issue tickets cn request covering —From a Miami (Fla.) newspaper
Thc famous composer of American
Blin
Page,
Gubernatorial
Asbe presented at this meeting and of either afternoon or evening session.j
pirant, To Be thc Speaker Indla" muslc
an ‘nterv^
THE EASTERN STAR
ficers will be elected. Reservations ;and these will be held until one-half
a r -j
• c
•
that *n his tours °f Euro,)c and u,e
for the dinner must be arranged with i hour before the doors are epen to thc —
At Friday s Session
united States he had found more
Mrs. Annie E. Stevens, not later than general public. No admission fee ls Golden Rod V hapter Has
musical interest in American schools
Wednesday, April 1st.
charged, but an offering at each scs-I
Very Busy Meeting—To An outstanding meeting and “feast and colleges than in European
cl reason and flow of soul” ls to be
e.on will be devoted to expenses, the j
schools—with the exception of
Visit Union
Mrs. Ellen Conant celebrated hcr balance going for Dr. Kagawa's work!
Friday's Educational Club luck agam
Russia.
83cl birthday anniversary Friday at in Japan. Reservation chairmen arc
At thc meeting of Goidcn Rod ai GA.R. hall, unless all signs fall.
"Germany has dropped out of it
the home of her son. Ralph Conant. as follows:
Miss Margaret McKnight gives an
Chapter OHS. Friday night Mrs.
musically," he asserted.
“Under
Relatives rnd friend/? bestowed a
Eastern Maine — Rev. Emerson Doris Jordan was in charge of tlie afternoon religious demonstration for Hitler's government the support of
plentitude of gifts on Mrs. Conant Blodgett. Bucksport.
supper. A Short business session Juveniles. Frederick F Richards, ath thc conservatories has fallen off
who received also 54 greeting cards
letic coach for Camden High School,
Bangor and Northern Maine—Rev. was held.
terribly
The Jews the leading
as well as a decorated birthday cake Basil C. Gleason. Brewer.
Golden Rod Chapter has been in presents “A Practice Cruise To musical race of thc world, have been
from Mrs. Bernice Jackson. A Joy
Central Maine—E. W. J. Benn, vited to be the guest of Orient Chap Europe." Rev. Helen Carlson, pro driven away or suppressed."
ous ending ol thc day was the arrival Railroad YMCA. Waterville.
....... ..............
.. ...........
„ .......,
ter of Union
at thc
meeting
Apr!! prietor of What-Not Shop, and Miss
Cadman resigned last month as a
of hcr grandson, Earl R. Conant,
Western Maine—Rev Mervin M 3. Raymond Watts, C. Earle Lud- 2*r.nie Allen Wilson will give their protest against Hitler's policy from
from Vermont.
Deems. Norway.
wick and Carl Morse were appointed 1 r«pective angles on "How to get the the committee in charge of music
Southern Maine—Rev. J. Melvin] as a transportation committee most out of life," following Its gen for the Olympic games in Germany
Mrs. Ella Reed of Thomaston was
Prior, Saco.
, Members wishing to attend may no- ' eral discussion with Current Events
The composer said ln Russia he
a weekend guest of her niece. Mrs.
All correspondence other than that j tlfy this committee and transporta- and memorized poems at roll call, ol .j encountered strong government en
Harry Bickmorc, Traverse street.
obout reservations should be ad- tion will be provided. Members hav- team reports for thc fortnight's drive couragement of artistic enterprise
work.
and noted the absence of the feeling
Mr. and .Mrs. John H. MoLoon dressed to thc General Chairman of ing cars arc also asked to get ln
Mcsdames Flora Ulmer, Caro Jones
thc
Kagawa
Ccmmtttce,
Rev.
Clif

touch
with
thc
above
committee.
visited Sunday at the H. Nelson Mc
of tension he found among German
ford H. Osborne, at thc Committee's
It was announced that a rummage and Mrs. A. D. Morey will serve cof cultural groups.
Dougall home in Portland.
headquarters. Rooms 409-410,178 Mid sale would be held at the vacant fee at 6 with beans and basket lunch
Cadman grayed but energetic at
Callers Sunday at the Bickmore dle street, Portland. Program infor store in the Temple on April 4 with in the dining hall.
54. has written more than 300 songs
At 7.15 comes a new speaker in
cottage. North Nobleboro. were Earl mation. Kagawa books and pamphlets, Mrs Flora Post as chairman and also
two Indian operas, many incidental
Bickmore and Mr. and Mrs. H. P. etc., may be secured at this address. a dinner served on the same date addition to the two who had been un violin pieces and orchestral tone
At 47 Kagawa is probably the with Mrs. Frances Morse in charge. able, on account of serious flood con poems, and transposed to musical
Bickmore of Rockland and Mrs. Ella
outstanding figure of thc Christian
Mrs. Annie Condon was appointed ditions, to make their previous dat»s scale COO Indian songs. Among his
Reed of Thomaston.
world, noted for his social service. as chairman of thc next circle supper — Mrs. Neel Little of Brunswick. State compositions are the popular “At
A well-attended meeting of Junior labor leadership, as well as being head and Mrs. Millie Thomn.s and Miss president of the Parent-Teacher As- Dawning,” "Land of thc Sky Blue
Harmony Club held with Miss ot the Kingdom of Ood Movement ln Corlee Thomas ln charge cf thc en sociation, who will speak on forth Water,” and "I Hear a Thrush at
coming educational legislation, and
Catherine Delano. Franklin street, Jcpan. To see him and feel the Im tertainment.
Eve."
contained a lesson on opera by Mrs. pact of his unique personality is the
At thc close of the business session Supt. A. Raymond Carter of Gardiner
He believes thc rage for "glorified
whose
subject
is
"If
wc
only
knew
the
Leola Noyes. A new name was added opportunity of a lifetime, one not a delightful program was presented
Jazz" in modern American music is
to the membership list, and during likely to be afforded agam to Maine under the direction of Carl Work and ttuth"—this new speaker being a can
declining.
the business session votes expressed people in the near future.
Oeorge Gay, consisting of accordion didate for Governor in the June pri
"And a good thing, too. because
a desire to leturn to the former cus
solo. Arthur Crockett; tap dance. maries: Hon. Blin Page, president ol over-use of jazz is bad. It destroys
the
First
National
Bank
of
Skowhe

tom of meeting bi-monthly. Pro
Miss Carol Hall; vocal solo. Mrs.
all repose in music." lie said.
gram numbers were: Piano solo,
Vivian
Hewett, supported by thc gan. Mr. Page will speak on Maine's
ON SALE THIS WEEK
"Rendo Mignon," Baumfelder. Mar
male quartet; vocal duet. Misses Financial Needs.
at the
The chief was always being pes
Three reels of colored movies on
garet Havener; trumpet solo, “In Old
Margaret and Beverley Havener;
tered by beggars. One man came
Madrid,” Protere, Dudley Harvle,
guitar and harmonica number. Ar “Alaska" and "Around the Arctic Cir every fortnight and could not be
Mrs. Noyes, accompanist; Musical 491 MAIN ST..
thur Crockett; vocal quartet, S. T. cle" sent by G. A. Harrison of Port shaken off
ROCKLAND
reading, “Trees,” Kilmer, Dorothy Many new and lovely articles suit
Constantine. Carl Work J . A. land, representing the Canadian Na Chief: I ordered you not to let that
Tibbetts, Norma Seavey, accompanist; able for home decoration or for
Rlchan, Ralph Clark, and shadow tional Railways; and one fishing reel man in!
piano solo. "By the Brookside,") gifts, such as Easter Cards, India picture. Carl Work and Walter will be displayed as the closing fea Porter: Pardon me, sir. but he will
Tours, Geraldine Norton. A light ! Prh.ts, Home-Made Quilts. Fos
Barstow. Mrs. Evelyh Peaslee acted ture by the courtesy of Rev. Corwin not be refused.
toria Glass, English Chintz Break
I H Olds, as Mr. Harrison is unable
repast was served. The next group fast Seta, Chinese Grass-Linens. as accompanist.
Chief: If you knew what he want
! 10 attend, will conclude sn unusually
ing of members will be April 9 at the Pictures, Mirrors, Vases, Handed you would never admit him.
j
attractive
program.
Bags.
f
lower
Pots,
etc.
home of Mrs. Noyes, program HarPorter: What docs he want??
The Immortal Story, five minute
monltes to be: Catherine Delano,
Turn That Vacant Room ' papers, will be "Robin Hood" by Cora Chief: Your job.
Martha Seavey, Jessie Old6, Irma
Into Cash With a
Perry; "Pandora's Bex," by Mary
Thompson.
Victoria
Anastasio,
“To Rent” Advertisement 1 Perry Rich; “Procrustes' Bed," oy
Norma Havener and Barbara Murray.
i Mabel Holbrook: "Montezuma." by V^TBuyAHome • 3
in The Courier-Gazette
, Lelia Benner, and "Achilles Heel,’ ty KlUad thc GASIFIED Alg
Ladles’ night, Elks Home. April 1.
In addition to personal note* regard
W L. Blackington returned Friday
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment anpcclally desires Information of from Malden, Mass., where he passed
social happenings parties, musicals, ate
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be the winter with hls daughter, Mrs.
gladly received.
W. W. Graves. His home at The
TELEPHONE__ _____________ 170 or 794

BLACKINGTON’S

What-Not Gift Shop

Dancing 9 to 1, Admission 50c. 33-39

MAP THE APS
EZ2S3

Telephone 770

Lillian Sylvester,

POLLY PRESTON
„

ter

Modish Shoes
oet. . .

Grphard of Aurora. Ill., and Jesse artist, are planning to sec him at
Odlorne of Warren, Mass.
Watts haU. Thomaston, tonight,
Funeral
services
were
conducted
at
Tuesday.
He has quite a number of
The same crew of men who have
been working on the sidewalk project hts late residence Tuesday by Rev regular listeners in this vicinitv.
The social at thc Grange hall
were again given employment this J. Charles MacDonald of the First
week on a road project; $4000 has Baptist Church. Rocklnnd. Bearer Thursday evening was well attended
been allotted and thc work began onj were Sidney Hurd, Lee Oliver, Archie and another is planned for Thursday
Spruce Head. Other sections of the Rackliff and Charles Rackliff. The; of this week. Thc ladies will wear
town are to share in the work too many beautiful floral tributes attest-] house dresses and men their overalls
td to the esteem in which he was cr working clothes.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements
held. Tlie body was placed in a re-1 Mrs M. J. Oxton was hostess to
gave another party Friday night for
ceiving tomb in Rockland.
• he Mission Circle last week.
the benefit of the Improvement So- ,
Several from here attended the
ciety of thc Forgct-Mc-Not Chapter (
Fcrrin-Bcoth meetings at the First
WEST
ROCKPORT
O.ES. In spite of thc heavy rain 1
Capt...I Church in Rorkland last
thc affair was well patronized. An- ;
Mrs. E S. Orbeton was In Be ton Wednesday evening in place ■>* the
other will be held next Friday night,
last week to attend tli" flower show
regular prayer meeting.
at thc home of Mrs. Elizabeth Babb
Mrs4Oliver Holden entertaincj In •, Miss Ellen Lundrn has completed
A meeting of the Farm Bureau will Tuesday Club last week. Tonights j hcr duties as siEbstitutc drawing in
be held March 31 in thc Grange Hall meeting is with Mrs. Henry Keller. . structor cf the Camden schccls.
with Mrs. Annie Dennison ln charge
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett and grand
Mrs. Edgar Brcwn is in Portland.
thc subject being “Let's Fix It."
Saturday night a moose crossing thej daughter Barbara Grover of Rock
Dinner will be in charge of Mrs. Wil highway near the residence of Orville land, recently visited Mra. Ernest
liam Makinen and Miss Mary Bart Brcwn wn struck by an aulonobil" Telman.
lett and assistants. Everyone ls and both hind leg, broken. A game*
invited. Next meeting will be April warden on arriving at the scene of tbe] RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
23.
Repaired, aud Custom Set building
accident put the animal out of Its
by expert engineer
Miss Evelyn Ulmer and Warren misery.
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
Ulmer were initiated in thc 1st and
Miss Blanche Collins is ccnfir.cd to Rockport. I'norie 2380-Camden mem ber
National Radio Institute,
2d degrees in Wessaweskcag Grange thc house with a cold.
Waablngton. O. C.
Wednesday night. Tlie harvest sup
7-21-tt
Admirer., of Bradley Kincaid, radio
per will not occur until April 8.
Mrs Azora Clark suffered an ill
turn Wednesday night and friends
WEDNESDAY ONLY |
THURSDAY ONLY
and relatives have been very anxious.
She ls much improved and Sunday
was able to receive visits from her
WHEN LOVE
wrote it/
grandchildren: Mr. and Mrs F. J
Sparrow from Massachusetts and
IS YOUNG!
made it f
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Tripp of Woodfords. Hcr daughter Mrs. Stewart ... you’ll
Tripp of Rockland is nursing her.
be crazy ,
A recent letter from Melrose,
about
it! I
Mars , brought the unwelcome news
that the four-year old son of Ray
mond Thorndike is suffering from
a broken leg.
• • • •

SOUTH THOMASTON

PETER B. KYNE

M-G- M

Elisha Odiornc
In the denth of Elisha Goodiv.n
Otiiorne, March 22. South Thomaston
lost one of its oldest and highly re
spected citizens, a lllelong resident
whose sterling character had mad •
him a host of friends among his fel
low workers cn the many stone work
Jebs on which he was employed as a
cutter. He was one ot the few re
maining stonecutters who worked on
Dix Island during its boom days.
Hr was the son of John Vickery
Odlorne and Elizabeth Cleveland, a
direct descendant oi the John Odlorne
who was thc flrst settler in New
Hampshire In 1623 In Portsmouth.
Mr. Odlcrr.e was twice married, first
to Miss Emma Osborne. One child
vas born to this union and is now
deceased. His second wife was Miss
Alice Johnson .and to them were
bern five children. He was always a
loving and devoted father.
He was tenderly cared for in his
declining years by his daughters, Mrs.
Annie Mundie and Miss Florence
Odltrne. He is survived by six halfbrothers and sisters nnd flve children:
Mrs. Annie Mundie and Miss Flor
ence Odlorne of this place, Mrs. Emily
Brown of OJendgle, N. Y ■ Mrs. LeRov

<3&^MORRIf
,

BRENNAN
/TONE
HERVEY
Directed by
RICHARD BOIESIAWSKI
Produced by
IOSEPH I. MAHMIEUrtCZ

A truly great Ameri
can romance... made
from a best-selling
novel into one of
your most enjoyable
and satisfying experi
ences in the theatre!

LIONEL BfiRRYMORE
enc

MBUKEfN

O'Sufliva/i ‘ fuidai
DUDLEY
DIGGES

CHARLEY
GRAPEWIN

TODAY
EDDIE CYNTOR

in
“STRIKE ME PINK"

'W

SPRING
BYINGTOM
' HENRY
WADSWORTH

Dirtctod by Richard Thorpa
Produced by lohn W Coniidina, Ji.

STBSANIID
/
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Every-Other-Day

WITHOUT BALLYHOO

W on By "Tom" McLaugh Goes the Campaign For the
lin, Former Maine Central
New and Model Campus
For Colby College
Agent Here

It’s good business
to go

By Chuck Cochard

"A clear mind guided by long ex Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
perience kqpt transportation moving
Without much fanfare or ballyhoo,
Hollywood. Calif..—A composite on the Maine Central's Eastern Divi
authorities of Colby College are
picture of the most perfect girl in sion during the flood so far as it was
quietly going about their cherished
the world would include Ginger humanly possible. Supt. Thomas
project of building a new dnd model
Roger's figure. Barbara Stanwyck's McLaughlin, who is widely known to
campus for their institution on May
hair. Marion Davies' eyes. Irene the traveling public worked long
flower Hill where for centuries to
“Even if Polly swept the floorn by hand,
Duni'e's nose. Myrna Loy's mouth. hours in this battle against the rav
come, perhaps, they will be free from
Katharine Hepburi
teeth. Jeanette age.* of the elements.”
the restrictions of their present
sweltered over a hot eookslove and
MacDonald's voice. Anne Shirley's | Commenting thus the Bangor News
cramped location.
hands and Marion Nixon's feet and also has the following to say con
■nenned nround with nn old refrigerator,
One of the elements of their un- 1
ankles according to Ernest Bachrach. cerning Mr. McLaughlin, who was
head of the still department of RKO a former agent of the Maine Central dertaking which will appeal to many
wr wouldn't nave a dime: In fuel, 1 esti
Railroad in this city.
Radio studios.
is the opportunity thus presented for
When trouble comes, it is a mighty creating enduring memorials for
“Miss Rogers can wear a bathing
mate that electricity Is saving us al least
suit or an evening gown with equal fine tiling to have a cool-headed, ex
family names.
Buildings, special I
$15.<10 a month.
effectiveness.” said Bachrach.
Her perienced executive at the helm
rooms
laboratories,
library alcoves. |
When
flood
waters
descended
upon
figure is slim but rounded and she
Is long-limbed, which is essential to Washington County railroad men ir gates, drives, and other units of the ;
many
a
harrassed
community new plant may bear the name of the j
“If It eost twice what It docs, I'd want
grace and beauty of form
"Barbara Stanwyck's hair is like thanked their lucky stars that donor, or whomever the donor wishes
Polly to gel rid of nil I lint drudgery, but
burnished copper, has never been Thomas McLaughlin is superintend
to memorialize in this permanent
touched with chemicals and has the ent of the Maine Central s Eastern
and beautiful manner.
with 2c electricity, I'm buying all this
life and beauty which critics say is Division.
Maine has many families of long
remarkable. The eyes of Marion
Although conditions in the county
work al wholesale, nnd ■ intend lo use
Davies are a gorgeous, sparkling blue were less critical than in some parts and honored history whose names
like corn flowers They are unusual of New England, they were plenty may cease to live after the present
still mure, just as any mini chooses the
Many famous family
ly expressive and mirror her everv serious. Reports of washouts and generation
names
have
already
disappeared
It
flooded rails began flowing into Ban
mood and emotion.
long end of any business proposition?'
“Irene Dunne has a pure Grecian gor. which is the nerve-centre and Is to be hoped that many of these ]
nose, a trifle retrousse but as clean- headquarters of the division It was names which signify outstanding (
cut as a cameo “To Myrna Loy goes recognised from the first that there achievement ln statesmanship, litera
hls vote for the loveliest mouth in must be cancellations, delays and in ture. religious service, business and
Hollywood. It is a natural Cupid's convenience. But the Maine Central industry may ultimately be found on
bow. but not too small, and her lips railroad men. who are good industrial the new Colby buildjngs so that the
fall into beautiful lines and curves soldiers, made a sort of resolve new campus will constitute a "Maine
when she talks. Katherine Hep They didn't put it into words—but lt HaU of Fame,"
A famous educator has said: “The
ELECTRICITY
burn's teeth are absolutely flawless was clearly ln their minds, and it
American College represents our
with that mother-of-pearl look which was this:
is so rare
Every wheel should start turning Westminster Abbey for treasuring
“The hands of Anne Shirley are on the division as long as it was hu the money and memory of man The
This Hotpoint range sells
No man or woman who gives an ade
long and tapering in line and most manly possible to make it turn
quate
gift
to
a
well
equipped
Ameri

expressive. The skin looks like white patron should suffer loss or incon
for $£00
$Q75
satin seen through rose glass.. venience a moment longer than skill can college is more sure of an earth
ly
immortality
than
any
other
pri

sJDown
A Month
Beautiful feet and ankles are the and honest work could prevent that
vate citizen He has given his nantproud possession of Marion Nixon.” inconvenience
.50
• • • •
Day after day it was a grim battle into the keeping of an Institution
/r<sul*r:y\
which is sure to treasure hls mem
CASH ksi44.75/
or
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell. between Eastern Division railroad
ory as long as clear thinking right
whose romance is causing Hollywood men and the elements It's a com
feeling and high character are the !
petent
organization,
and
not
a
man
Free Wiring
Three Years To Pay
to speculate if they will be married
best parts of humanity '
in the immediate future, are going to in it but gave of his best But final
How true these words are will be
play lovers in the forthcoming musi responsibility within the division
MAYBE JUST ONE ADDED APPLIANCE WILL BRING YOU 2c ELECTRICITY
apparent
when one stops to think a
rested
upon
the
capable
shoulders
of
cal “Stage Struck.”
moment.
Who
today,
would
know
Back from New York. George Mr McLaughlin.
Others can tell of the long hours, anything about a young English
—
Burns and Grade Allen are prepar
night after night that lights burned preacher named John Harvard were
ing to make "Turn Off the Moon
793.000. compared with $28.122 000 tion jumped from 790,000 tons in! eragrzjBrararajzrarazizizrarazraz
His work in "Follow the Fleet” bare in hls office. Only he could tell the lt not for his zeal in working for the
tlie preceding year.
1934 to 903 000 tn 1935
U. 8. BRANCH SUN INS. OFFICE Ltd.
ly finished. Fred Astaire has already exact difficulties and perplexities by establishment of a college in the new
Crop and Livestock Review For Last
One hundred and sixty thousand
Apples, which reached a record
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
world and his bequest of his small About That Stonington Cau
started rehearsals for the new dance which he was faced—and he is not
Year Furnishes Interesting Figures acres were planted with potatoes production of 1.884.000 bushels ln Slocks an<l Bonds ............. 83.019 031
library
and
$3000
or
$4000
to
this
the
kind
to
talk
about
them.
But
Ca«h
t.i
Oiiin
end Bank ...._ 60° *14
routines for "Never Gonna Dance"
------(and produced 38640.000 bushels. 1933 and dropped to 556.000 ln 1934 Agenta’ Balance*
cus, Which, He Says, Was
............... 714.
Interest
and
Rents
......... _ —
32317
his next starring opus with Ginger there was a feeling of confidence noble venture? Except for the insti
There are 51.000 horses and 235.000 compared with 55.250 000 bushels due to winter-kill rose to 893.000
Misrepresented
All other Assets
348 nil
tutions
honoring
their
names,
howthroughout
Washington
county
that
Rogers
cattle ln Maine the State Agricul- from 170 000 acres in 1934
The bushels last year
Grow Assets .........
07 024 120
The nimble footed Astaire, consid serious as conditions admittedly were, much would we know of the importer
Stonington. March 27
ture Department said ln Its 1935 >leld P*r
was 340 bushels as
..
206 291
Items not admitted
VINALHAVEN A ROCKI.4ND 8TBT CO.
ered by many critics the hardest there was one in charge who knew Elihu Yale, the brewer Mathew- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
crop and livestock review.
a’,i"st
r*COrd y*‘d of 325
Service
to
Vinalhaven,
North
listen,
Admitted ........
_g7.417.828
worker in motion pictures, has laid the shortest cuts to recovery and Vassar. or the electrical engineer
Stonlnfton, Isle au Haul, Swan'a
previous year.
In your edition of Tuesday. March
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1033
Island and Frenrhboro
The average value of horses was
out a program calling for six hours normalcy. He was trusted by rail Ezra Cornell?
Production of oats amounted to
imsV™
' Ntt UnP“ld Losses
__ $527,021
Think also of the college halls, 24 an anonymous article appeared $155 and cattle $4150. the review
solid of dance rehearsals per day road men and public alike
WnLl|*v
I Ur.-arned Premiums
---- 3.183.000
3 996 000 bushels, compared with
wV.
i?
\
:
AU
other
Liabilities
chapels,
libraries
as
well
as
professor

___ 322.301
Mr
McLaughlin
will
have
51
years
under
the
heading
"A
Stonington
and 36 hours per week He expects
said
Cows produced 640 640 000 « 440.000 In 1934, while sweet com for (Sub)ect_ to Chanfe Without Notice! statutory Dcpoait
___ 400000
Eastern Standard Time
Surplus over Llabllltlea ---- 2 064.300
to spend more than 300 hours of re with the Maine Central next May ships. scholarship funds and other Split.” Now as chairman of the pounds of milk. Pigs number 44.000 canning amounted to 50 000 tons, Read Down
Read Up
P u Total Liabilities and Sulrpl ua 87.417.828 37
hearsing his new steps before trying He is widely known to the traveling instrumentalities of good on college Democratic caucus the doings of at an average value of $1120 and compared with 40 300 the preceding A. U
5 30 Lt. Swan'a Ialand,
Ar 600
campuses all over our country which j
ARTHUR L. ORNE. INC. Agent*
public of Eastern Maine
them out before the cameras.
630 Lv Stonlnfton.
Ar. 4 40
sheep
amounted
to
53.000.
at
an
averyear.
Tlie
corn
pack
totaled
apKnox County
Rockland.
7 30 Lv. North Haven.
honor the names of far-seeing donors ; which were criticised in said article.
Ar 3 30
36-T-42
Not to be outdone by her dancing
age value of $4 70
proxlmately 1,719.000 cases, compared SIS
815 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar. 2 45
year after year as they are used by I wish to state that the article som»
WASHINGTON CAUCUS
Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 1 30
partner Fred Astaire, whose compo
The total value of crops was $35,- with 1402 000 ln 1934. Hay produc X JO
grateful young men and women what misrepresented in my humble
sition. "I'm Building Up to an Awful
What more wholesome expression of , opinion, the happenings of said
The
Democratic
voters
of
Washing

Let Down.” has ranked among the
first ten popular songs on the air for ton at caucus of March 20 elected the family pride can there be than to meeting.
the past three weeks. Ginger Rogers following as members of the town have an honored name thus asso
Firstly, the caucus was not held to
Arthur A. Bartlett, ciated with the inspiration and intel
also has written a song “I Don't committee:
J
favor
anyone for any office but to
Understand Why You Don't Under chairman; Doris Miller, vice chair lectual guidance of youth?
Waterville,
March
27.
man;
Erville
Bartlett,
secretary
and
elect delegates to the State con ven*
stand Me ” It will be published by
tion at Lewiston.
Irving Berlin. The dig comes in the reporter; Luella Davis, treasurer.. W.
fact that Miss Rogers authored both W. Light. Willard Ware. M. B. Marr GOOD LIGHTSecondly, it was stated that the
words and music of the song while Daniel Weaver, Hollis Weaver, Fred
"Hatch faction was so far ln the
GOOD SIGHT
Astaire wrote only the music for his Sukeforth. Osborne Weaver. Merit
j minority as to be unable to proceed
Sidelinger,
Alton
Wellman,
Cleo
Bar;number
<By Miss Betty Priest. Home Light j with their plans as to the method of
Myrna Loy was born in Mon lett. W. M Staples. Inez Cunningham,
voting for delegates so moved that
ing Expert)
tana . . . was a dancing teacher at Mrs. A. A. Bartlett, Mrs. Cleo Bart
How- Old are your eyes? Of course the meeting adjourn.”
16 Just across the street from the lett; delegates to the State conven
This statement in itself seems to
you can’t answer in years, for there
studio . . . where she later achieved tion. to also serve at the District con
are young people whose eyes are old be a contradiction If a faction was
success . . . picked by Rudolph Valen vention were elected thus: Delegates, and tired, and there are old people far in the minority how could it
tino for a role in "What Price W W. Light. Arthur A. Bartlett and
carry any motion, even one to ad
Beauty" . . . has huge freckles . . . Erville C. Bartlett; alternates. Daniel Whose eyes are young and fresh, j journ? Not this alone as the only
Young
eyes
—
old
eyes;
fresh
and
vig

does not like Hollywood night life.
Weaver. Hollis Weaver, Cleo Bartlett.
orous or strained and tired. Which other vote taken was one as to how
the voting should be done. This vole
are yours now?
If every person who is now wearing was carried by the Hatch faction,
glasses had crutches instead, would proof of which is not necessary for
the defect be more noticeable to you? me to give Any fair minded person
And if you could prevent or partially who was present will testify to this.
prevent the use of a crutch, would This vote was carried as stated, by the
Hatch faction, but some of the oppo
you?
Certainly
you
would,
so why not help your eyes to develop nents. not wishing to abide by it.
PRINTED STATIONERY
started an argument which finally
strongly and naturally—help them to
ended in the motion to adjourn. As
New colors—as fresh as a spring
see clearly and with the minimum of
to the argument in question. I for
breeze—in Blue. Orchid, Green
effort? This can be done by provid
and Ivory paper, printed with
one, did not need any x-ray to see
ing
them
with
correct
and
adequate
Blue. Brown. Green or Violet ink.
Master Sit idoor Touring Sedan—f743*
through it all.
light.
As
to
the
matter
of
“
practically
no
200 SINGLE SHEETS
Eyestrain and nearsightedness are
order being kept" possibly an apology
the two chief penalties that you pay
100 ENVELOPES
Is in order, though to date no casual
for indoors life. Because you sit
ties have been reported. I am very
or
down to relax and be comfortable in
thankful for this as all present were
the evening you seldom realize that
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
my good friends and neighbors, any
usually your eyes are working harder
of whom I would not lose for all the
100 ENVELOPES
than they have all day. Indoor life
caucuses ever held in America. In
means not only close work with the
my estimation a fair minded politi
eyes, but most of all, it implies ar
cian should be placed in the same
tificial lighting. But it is not our
category with the giraffe which the
$
artificial light that strains the eyes,
old man saw for the first time at the
but the inadequate illumination. Ar
circus, sight of said animal causing
ONTIAC is the official economy champion of its class—proved so in
SATISFY YOURSELF WITH
tificial light can be made just as
the old fellow to exclaim: “there ain't
SOMETHING BETTER-It/Y A
the famous Yosemite Valley Economy Run*, where, under American
satisfactory for our eyes as the day
no sech animal." Frank L. Webb
light but as it is found in most homes
Automobile Association supervision, it defeated all entrants in its fieldINCLUDING PRINTING
many offices and schools, illumina
SUN UNDERWRITERS INS. CO.
averaging 23.9 miles per gallon (no oil added).
tion is far from being adequate and
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Postage 10 Cents Extra
This economy record is all the more phenomenal because Pontiac hasn’t
Stocks end Bonds ............... $1,338,409 44
efficient.
Cash In Office and Bank
230 365 73
Check the quality—large baronial sheets and
skimped on a thing! You get all the weight you must have for safety . . .
89 981 01
If you. with normal eyes, go into Aft nts' Bal wires .................
7 envelopes of fine smooth Vellum.
Interest and Rents ..............
8.940 58
the extra length you need for comfort . . . the finest features money can
a dark room, you can see no better All other Assets .....................
1.486 12
Check the quantity—200 Single Sheets or 100
buy . . . dependability even greater than that of previous Pontiacs, many
than a blind man. Without light
Gross Assrts ...................... 81.689,272 88
Double Sheets and 100 Envelopes printed with Mono
★OFFICIAL PRICE CLASS
there
is
no
sight.
Even
when
there
Items
not
admitted
.............
162.054
97
of which have delivered over 200,000 trouble-free miles ... and the most
gram or Name and Address. All for $1.00.
is light, how much or how well you
ECONOMY CHAMPION
beautiful
thing
on
wheels.
You
can
put
your
money
in
a
Pontiac
and
Admitted .........
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Net Unpaid Losses .................. $51,211 00
light is.
Unearned Premiums .......... 422.142 80
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• • • and it asks no odds

of any car at any price

April Special!

RYTEX DOUBLE CHECK

The most beautiful thing on wheels
sets another economy record!
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712 Main St, Rockland

